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Executive Snmmmy 
State Dropout Dabl Collection Practices: 1991-92 School Year 

The 1991-92 school year was the first for which states reported school district level 
. data on the numbers and types of dropouts in the Common Core of Data (CCD) Agency 
Universe Survey. The information inclut~ed the numbers of male and female dropouts in five 
racial/ethnic categories for each gnide, 7 tlfOUgh 12. There are a number of valid ways to 
define II dropout. " Put very simply, the CC'D defined a student as a dropout if he or she had 
been enrolled at any time during the previous school year and was not enrolled on October 1 
of the current school year. 

Because 1991-92 was the introductory year of a standard definition and reporting 
procedures for this complicated statistic, NCES asked state CCD Coordinators how successful 
they had been in meeting the requirements. Here are some of the major findings: 

• Across the 50 states and the District of Columbia, 43 states (including the 
District of Columbia) reported dropout counts by school district. By the 1993-
94 school year, this number should increase to 49. Four of the 43 reporting 
states omitted racial/ethnic detail, sex, or dropout counts for grades 7 and 8. 
All but three states anticipate reporting these details by 1994-95. 

• Of these 43 states, 14 followed the CCD standards sufficiently closely that 
NCBS can publish their 1991-92 data. A major problem was that some states 
did not remove from their dropout rolls students who had left during the 
previous school year but returned by October 1 of the current school year. 
Under the most optimistic estimates, 44 states would comply with this 
requirement by 1994-95; a more pessimistic assessment of states' ability to 
adopt CCD standards reduces this to 33 states. 

• The CCD definition attributes summer dropouts (students who complete one 
school year but fail to enroll in the next) to the school year and grade for 
which they fail to report. Thirty-one states followed this practice in 1991-92. 

• Other discrepancies from the CCD standard included failing to enforce a cut-off 
date close to October 1 in deciding when a "no-show" student was a summer 
dropout (23 states) and failing to count as dropouts those students who left 
secondary education to enroll in an adult education OED program (10 states). 

• NCES compared two methods of computing a dropout rate, one using as its 
denominator student membership in the year for which dropouts were reported, 
and the other averaging membership across two years. There did not appear to 
be any great differences between the two rates, except in districts wit.1t 
relatively large numbers of dropouts (more than 10 percent of students), for 
which the unadjusted dropout rate was higher. 

The purpose of this follow-up study was to identify cases in which state dropout 
reports differed from the standard CCD definition and procedures. There was extensive 
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variation in 1991-92, but dropout data rapidly are becoming more comparable. As an 
example of states working cooperatively to produce a complex, uniform statistic through their 
administrative records systems, the dropout statistic appears to be working its way toward 
success. 
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Part 1. Stste Dropout Data Collection Practices: 1991-92 School Year 

Introduction 

Students who leave high school without completing the education needed to prepare 
them for productive employment or further education have been a longstanding concern to 
policy makers. Underneath the educational action and academic interest that this concern has 
generated lies a simple, consistently observed fact: dropouts as a group fare less well than 
their peers who have completed 12 years of schooling. 

Interest in Dropout Statistics 

In 1986 the National Center for Education Statistics (NeES) began work with the 
Council of Chief State School Officers to examine NCES' collection of elementary and 
secondary education data reported from the administrative records of public schools and 
agencies. This collection was the four-part Common Core of Data, or CCD, which consists 
of a state-level collection of data about revenues and expenditures for public education,! and 
state-, school district-, and school~level collections of other data such as numbers and types of 
schools, education staff members, pupils, and graduates. One recommt.'ndation from this 
examination was that NCES add a dropout count to the CCD. with the caveat that states 
would have to adopt a nationally consistent definition of "dropout" in order for this new 
statistic to be usefuUy comparable.2 

The Hawkins-Stafford School Improvement Amendments of 1988 directed the 
Commissioner of Education Statistics to establish a federal-state cooperative education 
statistics system that would improve the quality of education data for policy making at 
national, state and local levels. The same legislation required the Commissioner to report to 
Congress each year on the second Tuesday after Labor Day about the rate of school dropouts 
and completions in the Nation (under new legislation, this report is no longer mandatory). 

The interest in nationally uniform, state-comparable dropout statistics converged from 
several sources, and NCES responded with a coordinated program of activities. Beginning in 
September, 1989, NCES published a national dropout and completions report based on 
information from the October, 1988 Current Population Survey of the Bureau of the Census 
and information from NCES' own longitudinal High School and Beyond Study.3 NCES 
continues this yearly report through the present. It provides a consistent picture of national 
and regional dropout rates over time, and applies a uniform definition of "dropout." However, 
neither the Current Population Survey nor any of NCES' longitudinal surveys employs a 

'"Public education" is used for prekindergarten through 12th grade throughout this paper unless otherwise noted. 

2See F. Johnson, 1988, Dropout Statistics: An Update of State Definitions and Collection Practices, U.S. 
Department of Education, NeES. 

3See M. Frase, 1989, Dropout Rates in the United States: 1988, U.S. Department of Education, NeES. 
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sample that is large enough to provide state-representative findings. As useful as the annual 
Dropout Rates in the United States is for national purposes, it does not describe differences 
among states or school districts. 

eCD Dropout Statistic 

A second major activity was the development of a uniform dropout statistic intended 
to be collected through the CCD, and to report the number of school dropouts from each 
public school district in the 50 states, District of Columbia, and outlying areas of American 
Samoa, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the 
Virgin Islands. During 1987 and 1988, staff from NCES worked with representatives from 
state and local education agencies and professional associations to agree upon a definition of 
"dropout" that could be adopted and implemented by all states. The definition upon which 
NCES and the states agreed was the following: 

A dropout is an individual who: 
(1 ) Was enrolled in school at some time during the previous 

school year; 
(2) Was not enrolled at the beginning of the current school year; 
(3) Has not graduated from high school or completed a state- or 

district-approved educational program; and 
(4) Does not meet any of the following exclusionary conditions: 

a) transfer to another public school district, private 
school, or state- or district-approved education 
program; 

b) temporary absence due to suspension or school
approved illness; or 

c) death. 

There are several key characteristics that distinguish this definition from others that 
may appear similar. 

• The dropout count is part of the CCD Agency Universe (school district) survey. 
As it is incorporated in the CCD, the dropout statistic: 

t! is an "event" count of the number of students who have 
dropped out during a 365-day period from the first day of 
school (operationally set as October 1) to the day 
preceding the beginning of the next school year 
(September 30); 

./ is computed on October 1 for students who have dropped 
out during the previous school year; 

" considers students who are not accounted for on October 
1 (Le., who are "status unknown") to be dropouts. 
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• "Summer dropouts," or students who complete one school year but fail 
to enroll for the next, are counted as dropouts from the year and grade 
for which they fail to report. In effect, their failure to enroll treats them 
as October 1 (first day) dropouts. 

• The dropout count is based on the grade in which the student was or should be 
enrolled (including grades 7 through 12), rather than on the student's age. 

• "Dropping out" is conceptualized as "leaving school without completing 
a recognized secondary program." Thus, students who leave secondary 
school for activities such as enlisting in the military ur enrolling in an 
adult education GED class are counted as dropouts, even though these 
choices could be productive ones. Students who leave school after 
reaching the age beyond which school districts are required to provide 
services, and who have not completed a recognized program (which can 
include a special education individualized education program) are 
considered dropouts. 

• Dropout counts are used to create an event dropout rate, that is, a rate which 
shows the proportion of students who have dropped out of school during a 
single school year. The CCD count of membership, or students enrolled on 
October 1 of the school year, is the basis, or denominator, of the dropout rate. 

Dropout Field Test 

Those who had participated in developing the definition recognized that a field test 
was needed to determine whether school districts actually could collect the data as specifed. 
There was also a secondary question of which membership count to use as the denominator. 
Theoretically, a count of students in membership at the end of the school year could be 
preferable because it would assign students who transferred during the year to the school 
district that received them. However, the CCD only collects an October 1 membership count. 
The effect of using a beginning- or end-of-school-year membership count on the size of the 
dropout rate needed to be tested before deciding whether to add the burden of an extra, end
of-year membership count. 

In the 1989-90 school year a sample of volunteering school districts from 26 states, 
the District of Columbia, and two outlying areas carried out a field test of the proposed 
dropout collection. A contract to assess the results of this field test was awarded to the 
American Institutes for Research, whose researchers visited school'sites, analyzed findings, 
and tracked a number of school leavers to determine whether districts could accurately 
distinguish dropouts from students who had left for other reasons. The overall findings of 
this assessment were that school districts generally reported accurate counts (if anything, they 
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were more likely to misclassify transfers as dropouts) and that there was no meaningful 
difference between rates calculated on the basis of fall or end of year membership countS.4 

Issues resulting from field test. NCES introduced two changes at the conclusion of the 
field test, and these changes in tum raised several issues. First, the definition that was field 
tested attributed summer dropouts to the year and grade in which they were enrolled. Thus, a 
student completing the 8th grade in 1988-89 who did not re-enroll was counted as an 8th 
grade dropout for 1988-89. Because a number of states said that this ran counter to local 
practice, NCES changed the reporting directions to have such a student attributed to the grade 
and year for which he or she did not report. In the example cited, the student (who had 
successfully completed the 8th grade) would be considered a 9th grade dropout for 1989-90. 
This change immediately affected several states that had established reporting and data 
processing systems under the original rule; it later caused problems with some school districts 
that had difficulty in following the status of pupils across multiple years. (Some states 
reported that their districts used automated student record systems that could carry only a 
year's data.) 

The second change introduced by NCES was in the denominator. To compensate 
somewhat for student transfers during the year, NCES proposed to use as the dropout rate 
denominator the average membership across two October counts. This would introduce a 
partial adjustment for a student who was enrolled in more than one district during the year 
(and whose "risk of dropping out" should conceivably be shared across both districts). This 
change placed no extra reporting burden on school districts, but did raise questions about how 
comparable the raf" would be under various student transfer and migration conditions. 

Initial 1991-92 Implementation 

Accounting for every student who leaves grades 7 through 12, and reporting those who 
drop out by sex and racial-ethnic status for each of more than 12,000 school districts, is not a 
simple procedure. NCES provided sample training materials and other resources through the 
National Cooperative Education Statistics System in 1990 and 1991 to help states introduce 
the new dropout statistic. The dropout count was added to the CCD Agency Universe survey 
in 1992-93, to report students who had dropped out in 1991-92 (including the summer, 1991 
dropouts). This first implementation of the statistic will be referred to as the 1991-92 report 
throughout this paper. 

At the January, 1993 meeting of the National Forum on Education Statistics, a 
representative from the Arizona state education agency presented a list of criticisms of the 
CCD dropout statistic to the National Education Statistics Agenda Committee of the National 
Forum on Education Statistics. The Forum requested that a task force be established to 
examine the statistic and recommend whether or not NCES should revise the proposed 
denominator for the dropout rate. This task force of 14 state education agency and NCES 

4American Institutes for Research, 1992, National Dropout Statistics Field Test Evaluation, U.S. Department of 
Education, NeES. 
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staff persons met twice, conductir;lg an extensive analysis of the dropout statistic, and making 
several recommendations. S 

The Task Force presented its report to the Forum, which in tum made several 
recommendations to NeES. One was that NCES provide improved instructions on how to 
apply the dropout statistic. Another was that NCES use the October 1 membership count, 
rather than the averaged membership, as a denominator for the dropout statistic. NCES 
agreed to distribute simplified instructions and to use both single October 1 and the averaged 
denominators in its publication of the 1991-92 data. 

Finally, the Forum requested that NCES survey the states to determine how they had 
applied the requirements of the dropout definition and, therefore, how comparable the 1991-92 
data were from state to state. A condition of this survey was that it identify cases in which 
state law or policy required a dropout definition that differed from the NCES definition. 

SUlVey of 1991-92 State Pracuces 

Between August and December of 1993, an NCES staff person telephoned the CCD 
Coordinator in each state education agency, requesting the name of a contact who was 
knowledgeable about the state's dropout collection and reporting system. Because they are 
not reported in United States totals, the outlying areas were not interviewed. The identified 
contact was then consulted via telephone, using the questions shown in Appendix B.6 (Not all 
aspects were reviewed with states that did not report a dropout count.) Each question, shown 
in italics, introduces the section of this report in which the findings are discussed. The 
section concludes with a summary table showing the potential impact of state practices on the 
comparability of dropout data. 

The questions identified variations from the NCES definition in terms of what 
information was reported (missing detail) and under which conditions schoolleavers were 
counted as dropouts (example, whether the distinction between GED adult education and 
secondary alternative programs was maintained). The questions also addressed several 
potential problems in state comparability raised by the Task Force. These included such 
things as whether a state counted students who left school but returned before the close of 
that school year (so-called IIrecaptures") as dropouts. 

'Judy Burnes of Colorado chaired this Task Force, and the group's report is reproduced and discussed in 
Appendix A. The National Forum on Education Statistics comprises the Federal and state education agencies and 
professional education associatiot's that implement the National Cooperative Education Statistics System. 

~ot all aspects were discussed with those states that did not re~rt dropout data. This report incorporates 
responses to the April 7, 1994 correspondence and to Dropout Coordinator comments on two earlier drafts of the 
paper. 
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Collecting Venus Reporting Stares 

As figure 1 depicts, not all states collected and reported dropout data. (This paper 
does not include the outlying areas. The outlying areas that reported dropouts are published 
in other NCES reports.) Among the 50 states and the District of Columbia, 48 had dropout 
collections in 1991-92 and three did not. Of those with dropout collections, four states 
elected not to report on the CCD. This left a total of 44 states reporting CCD dropout data. 
One of those states reported a single total for dropouts from all grades; 29 did not follow the 
CCD standards closely enough to allow publication of their data; and 14 reported publishable 
dropout counts. 

FIgIn 1.-stadea reporIIng dropouts and acflGrenoe 10 CCO standards 

Sta1s (N-51) 

ReportIng to CCD 
(Na044) 

WIthout dropout ooIlect1one 
(N-3) 

(MT,NH,WA) 

Not raporIIng 10 CCO 
(N0n4) 

(AI(, GA, HI, KY) 

S1aie total (N-1) DI8trk:t IeYaI reports 
(NY) (N.-43) 

iSklwCC08landaJd(N-28) 
Followed CCO otandard (N-14) (AL, CO, CT, DE, FL, ID,IL, IN, IA, 

(AZ, AR, CA, DC, fAA. MS, MO, KA, LA, ME, MD, MI, MN, NJ, NC, 
~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 

WV, WI, WY) 
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Throughout this report, percentages are based on a total of 51: the 50 states and the 
District of Columbia. Individual tables include states for whom the information is relevant. 
Thus, questions about reporting practices include all 48 states with a dropout collection now 
or in the near future, even when these states did not report a dropout count in the 1992-93 
CCD. Tables describing 1991-92 data include the 14 states that reported analyzable numbers, 
or all 43 states with school district dropout data, depending on the topic. 

Response Ram 

Of the 50 states and the District of Columbia, seven did not report any dropout 
statistics for 1991-92 (table 1). In addition to these states, New York reported a single total 
across all grades, and is considered a nonrespondent for analytical pUl-poses. The 43 agencies 
that provided data represent 84 percent of the states. Forty of these 43 (78 percent of all 
states) reported data at the level of detail requested, that is, by sex within racial/ethnic group 
for grades 7 through 12. Idaho and Michigan reported dropouts for only grades 9 through 12 
and did not provide the sex or racial/ethnic categories. Nevada reported all the requested 
detail, but did not include dropouts from gracies 7 and 8. 

Maryland, which is included as one of the fully reporting states, suppressed 
information for any category in which the student membership was les-~ than 20. Thus, for 
example, if a school district had only 15 male Asian students in the 8th grade, no dropouts 
were reported for this group in that district. The District of Columbia did not allocate its 
ungraded dropouts to grades but reported them as a separate category. NCES1 distributed 
these ungraded pupils across grades 7 through 12. 

Nonresponding states. Alaska had collected dropout data. in accord with the national 
definition, but decided to withhold the information until NCES made a final decision about 
whether the d@finition or rate would change in response to the Task Force recommendations. 
Georgia had changed student record software programs during the year, with dropout 
information lost in the process; upon examining the :results, the state questioned the dropout 
results and declined to forward them. Hawaii also mistrusted the data collected, in part 
because what the respondent termed "convoluted programming" had been used to derive the 
data from existing systems, and in part because the data gave none of the sex or racial/ethnic 
detail. Kentucky's dropout statistic was modelled after the CCD, but data were not submitted 
because the state coordinator did not feel the numbers complied sufficiently with the CCD 
requirements. Montana delayed introducing a dropout collection because of the July, 1993 
Forum action but hopes to begin counting dropouts by 1993~94 (reporting in 1994-95). New 
Hampshire anticipates that it will be several years before a dropout collection is begun. 
Washington found its collection delayed by the state's change from an aggregated data system 
to an individual record system, but intends to report dropouts for grades 9-12 by 1993-94, and 

7The data were processed and edited by the U.S. Bureau of the Census under an interagency agreement with 
NCES. Ungraded students were also prorated across the membership counts for grades 7 through 12 in all states 
with ungraded students. 
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Table 1. --S1at;o reporting ctopou! data. minng detail. prohibitions aga/nat reporting cWall. and whether state and Common 
COfe of DaIa repOl'tl are \:he _: 111G1-G2 school year (all stat..) 

stat. state. Com!ll!t!nas 01 coIloctIon: 
repon.d CCO 
dropout dclfine Reporting 

SlaW data same Miasi'! detail prohibitions 

Alabama V_ Ves 
A1uka* No No No report 
Arizona Vetl No 
Arkanua V .. V .. 
California V .. Yes 

Colorado V .. No 
Connecticut V. V .. 
Delawar. V .. No 
District 01 CoIumbir. V .. V .. 
Flotlda Vw, No Undlll'115 

Georgla* No V .. No report 
HaIMliI* No V .. No report 
Idaho Partial No No Gr 7-8. race, HX 

lIIi101a V .. VIIS 
Indiana V .. V .. 

IO\MI Yea V .. 
Kansas V .. V .. 
Kentucky· No Ves Norac..1ISX 
Louillana Vee V .. 
MaIne V .. V .. 

Maryland PIIrIIaI V .. Suppr_ lmall c.UI Denominator <20 
MuaachUMb Vf114 No 
Michigan PartIal VOIS No Gr 7-8, r_. HX 

Minnesota V .. V .. 
Mlaslulppl V .. No 

MluOU'I V .. VIIS 
Montana No Va No report 
Nebraska V .. V .. 
Nevada ParIIaI Va No Gr7-8 
Nwi HamPlhire No No No report 

NwiJ«aey V .. V .. 
NwifMxico V410 V .. 
N.wVOI'k Partial V .. NocMtall 
North Carolina Vee Va 
North Dakota Va V .. 

Ohio V. V .. 
Oklahoma V .. No 
Oregon V. V .. 
PenlUlylvanla Vee Va 
Rhodtt (uland Va No 

South Carolina V .. No 
South Dakota V_ V .. 
Tennesa .. V_ V .. 
T_ V .. Va 
Utah Va Va 

V.mont PartIal Yes No race. IGX 

VIrginia V-. No 
Washington No Nor.port 
WatVlI'glnlll Ves No 
WIsconIi'! V .. V .. 

SUMMARV--Practlce agr_ with cco: 

AgrM 38 38 38 49 
DlsagrM 7 14 7 2 

Partty. uncloar " 0 8 0 
No res lie 0 1 0 0 

-- No respo!ll •• 
*Slate collected but did not report 1~91-92 ctopout data. 

SOURCE: U.S. Dep&rIment of Education. NatIonal c.nt.r for Education Statll\k:$, Common COI'e of Data, 11192-93. 
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all grades 7-12 by 1994-95. Finally, New York, whose single dropout figure was not usable 
for 1991~92, will report full detail for its 1992-93 dropouts. 

If state plans proceed as intended, all states except Kentucky, New Hampshire. and 
possibly Montana will provide dropout counts for 1993-94. 

Missillg or prohibited detaiL State dropout contacts were asked: 

Your 1992-93 CCD agency survey did not report ___ _ 
(interviewer specifies). Is there a law or policy prohibiting you 
from reporting this detail? Why is it missing? 

Although some states had reported anecdotally that their laws prohibited reporting 
students under 16 as dropouts, none indicated that these laws prevented them from reporting 
any of the grades requested in the CCD. Florida is required to treat students in grades 
kindergarten through 8 as habitual truants, and accordingly reports only dropouts 16 or older 
(but for all requested grades) on the CCD. As noted earlier, Maryland follows state education 
agency policy to suppress dropout counts for groups with a membership of fewer than 20 
students. 

Idaho has begun collecting dropout data by sex and race/ethnicity, and will be able to 
report this detail for grades 9 through 12 by the 1994-95 'School year; it is not clear when 
drcpouts from grades 7-8 will be added. Kentucky will add racial/ethnic detail through its 
developing student record system and anticipates that this information will be fully available 
within the next five years. Because Michigan law only requires a school dropout/retention 
rate, the state coordinator did not feel the additional detail would be reported any time soon. 
Nevada is adding grades 7-8 to its dropout collection in 1994-95. New York stated that its 
single numb~r would be replaced next year by counts for the requested grade leveb and 
detail. Finally, Vermont did not report race/ethnicity or sex and it is not clear when these 
details will be added. 

State and ern Definitions 

One possible outcome of state prohibitions against reporting certain detail was that 
states might use definitions and procedures that differed from the CCD standard in producing 
their own state reports. While this would not affect state-to-state comparisons using CCD 
data at the national level, it would require explanation in national reports to alert readers to 
differences between a state's own reports and figures published from the CCD. State contact 
persons were asked: 

Do you use the same definition and procedures for the CCD dropout report as 
you do for your state reports? If not, what are the differences? 

Table 1 indicates whether the state dropout reports employed the same definition and 
procedures as the CCD dropout statistic; 36 states did so (of these, six did not collect all 
grades or racial/ethnic detail). The following paragraphs describe all of the states in which 
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the contact person responded "no" to this question. Some differences were also captured 
under more specific questions, and are repeated under those headings. 

Alaska, South Carolina and Virginia adopted the original CCD definition into state 
regulation, and now differ from the current definition by attributing summer dropouts to the 
previous year. Arizona follows the CCD dropout definition but uses total cumulative 
enrollment (not the October 1 headcount) in calculating dropout rate. Colorado collects data 
on a July-June cycle, and does not remove students who return in the fall from its dropout 
count. Delaware and West Virginia also fail to remove these October returnees from the 
dropout roll, but will do so in the future. Idaho reports dropouts as a percent of the total 
grade 9-12 enrollment on the last day of school. 

Massachusetts counts school leavers who re-enroll in the fall as dropouts for its state 
report, but not for the ceD. Similarly, Mississippi reports summer dropouts for the CCD but 
not for its state report. The New Hampshire collection will treat students who return at the 
beginning of the school year as dropouts, and the state has not made provisions for adjusting 
these counts to the CCD standard. Oklahoma's state report only includes dropouts who are 18 
or younger, while requesting that districts include these older dropouts for the CCD report. 
Rhode Island uses a July-June reporting period that differs slightly from the CCD. 

Florida should be noted as a special case. Because both CCD and state dropout 
reports are generated by the same student record system, the coordinator did not feel that the 
definitions differed. Although the state and CCD reports produced from this system are not 
the same, they draw upon the same group of students, with those dropouts under 16 years of 
age excluded. 

Treatment of Summer Dropouts 

How did you report summer dropouts, that is, students who completed the 
1990-91 school year but did not show up Jor school at the beginning oj the 
1991-92 school year? Were they dropoutsJor the year the completed or the 
year in which they did not return? For the grade they completed or the grade 
in which they did not enroll? 

Summer dropouts are students who complete one year (or are not absent enough to be 
considered dropouts) but who fail to enroll at the beginning of the next school year. The 
CCD dropout definition required that a student who was not enrolled on October 1 be counted 
as a dropout from the school year and grade for which he or she failed to enroll. One of the 
criticisms of the dropout statistic was about the treatment of summer dropouts: that the 
procedure required districts to carry students on their books over three school years, as the 
following example shows. 
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In school year: 
1992-93 
1993-94 

1994-95 

A student who: 
enrolled in, and completes, 8th grade 
fails to enroll in 9th grade on October 1, with no 
evidence of transfer to another school, is 
reported as a 1993-94, 9th grade dropout on the 
1994-95 CCD. 

Seventeen states (33%) did not follow the CCD definition, but instead counted pupils 
who failed to enroll in the fall as dropouts from the previous school year (table 2). Thirty
one states reported summer dropouts as dropouts from the year in which they failed to enroll, 
as requested. The question of how summer dropouts were reported was moot for three states 
that did not have a CCD-compatible dropout collection. 

All of the states reporting summer dropouts correctly were able to report summer 
dropouts in their 1991-92 school year data. Sixteen (31 percent of all states) of the 17 states 
that counted summer dropouts under the year they had completed also counted these students 
as dropouts from the grade in which they were enrolled during that year. However, Indiana 
included the summer dropouts in the count for the grade these students would have enrolled 
in had they registered for school in the fall. 

Effects of summer dropout classification. Counting students who fail to enroll in the 
fall as dropouts from the prior, rather than the current, year would affect annual dropout totals 
to the extent that there were sizable chan.ges in the numbers of dropouts from one year to the 
next. At the national level, NCES reports suggest gradual changes, not sharp differences, in 
the numbers of young people dropping out of school from year to year. However, there are 
differences in dropout rates for grades. The CCD field test, for example, reported dropout 
rates of less than 2 percent for grades 7 and 8, and over 5 percent for grades 9 through 12. 
Counting students who have been promoted as dropouts from the earlier grade could distort 
grade-level dropout rates without affecting the comparability of overall (multi-grade) dropout 
counts. The effects of this problem are estimated later in the discussion on 1991-92 data 
quality. 

Recapturing Stop-Outs 

The CCD dropout definition counts as dropouts only those previously enrolled students 
who are not enrolled on October 1. This definition involves recapturing students who have 
been termed by some as "stop-outs," or temporary dropouts, and removing them from the 
dropout roster. However, school district record keeping systems may break these stop-outs 
into two different groups, with different reporting consequences for each: 

• a student who re-enrolls before the end of the school yt\ar in which the 
student dropped out; and 

• a student who re-enrolls by October 1 of the following school year. 

Education agency staff were asked how their states classified students in these two 
situations. The results are shown in table 2. 
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Table 2.--V .... and gade IIG v.tIlch summer ctopouta are allribut8d and cJuallcallon of IludenID 
ro-fIt'lI'oIllng bY .nd of y_ or b!qInnlna of next yMl! 11191-G2school y .... (alilltaln) 

Summer ctopoc ria allrlbutad to RebJr_ counted as ctOClOlJll 
Stat. Priory .... Prior grade End of year ~xty_ 

AIabRma Vas 
Aluka* V .. Yea V .. 
hlZIONI 
hkanaa 
California 

Colorado V .. V .. Vee 
Connecticut Vera V .. 
DelaWllo Vee 
District of Columbia 
Florida Vea 

Goofgla* Va Vee 
Hawaii· V .. Vea 
IcJaho V .. 
"'Inola Va 
Indiana V .. Ves V. 

I- V .. Vea V. 
Kanaaa V. Vea 
Kentucky. V. Ves 
Loulalana Va V .. V .. 
MaIne V .. Va. V .. 

Maryland Yea 
Mauachuae!ta 
Michigan Vea Vea 
MlnnHoia V .. 
Mlal"lppI 

MinOU'l 
MontaNl* 
Nebruka 
Nevada 
~Hampehlre· 

N.wJerny Vea 
N.wMexico 
NewVork 
North Carolina V. V .. 
Noc1h Dakoia Ves V_ 

Ohio V .. Vas Va 
Oklahoma Ves 
Oregon 
Penlllylvanla 
Rhode Island 

South CarollNl VOl V .. 
South Dakota Ves 
T.n~" Vee 
T_ 
U!ah Ves 

Vermont V_ Vea Va 
VIrginia V .. V .. Varlec 
WAshington· 
Weat VIrginia V .. 
Vv1aconIil V .. 
Wyomlna y .. 

SUMMARY--Practlce GlIP'- with ceo: 

Ag .. 31 32 4G 24 
Dug" 17 18 2 23 

P&rtIy. unclMr 0 0 0 1 
Nor .. poIl!! 3 3 3 3 

-- Not reporting. 
*Aluka. Georgia. Ha'MII. and Ken1ucky coIlectad but did not report ctopout data; Monfana. New Hampshire. 
and WIIIhlngion cid not collect ctopout data. 

SOURCE: U.S. DcperIment of Education. Nlt.IomiJ c.m.r for EduWIon Stltiaticl. Common Core of 
o.ts.10Q2-I13. 
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End of year re-enrollments. The question used to determine how these students were 
categorized was: 

How did you classify students who dropped out during 1991-92 but re
enrolled before the end of that school year? 

Two states (Indiana and Kansas) count students who leave but re-enroll before the end 
of the year as dropouts. In Kansas, districts have the option of counting such students as 
dropouts and the coordinator felt this was likely to happen if a returning student had failed 
one or both semesters. 

October 1 re-elU'ollments. The question asked of the state contact person was: 

How did you classify students who dropped out and did not re-enroll by 
the end of 1991-92, but who did re-enroll at the beginning of the 
1992-93 school year? 

States were more likely to count as dropouts those students who did not return until 
the beginning of the subsequent school year. This was the practice in 23 or 24 states (45 or 
47 percent). The situation was ambiguous in Virginia, where a stop-out was counted as a 
dropout unless he or she completed the missed course work in summer school. 

Effects of counting ''stop-outs.'' States that count returned stop-outs as dropouts 
logically will have greater numbers, and higher rates, of dropouts than those states that adhere 
to the ceD definition. The Dropout Statistic Review Task Force analyzed dropout data from 
two states and one school district that were able to identify when (during or before the school 
year) students dropped out. In one state, failure to "recapture" returning dropouts raised the 
overall dropout rate from 8.3 percent to 11.1 percent. In the school district, counting these 
returnees as dropouts raised the rate from 8.6 percent to 9.7 percent. These analyses do not 
constitute a representative sample of states, but in the broader field test review, it was found 
that in some relatively small or mid-sized school districts the number of dropouts reported by 
the end of the school year was greater than the number reported after the summer was over -
because the number of "stop-outs" who returned to school was greater than the number of 
students deciding to drop out over the summer. These findings support anecdotal reports from 
the states that the number of students who return to make one more attempt at school in the 
fall is substantial enough that states that consider these students dropouts should not be 
compared with states that remove them from the dropout rolls. 

Oilier Education or Training 

Students who remain in an elementary-secondary program are not considered dropouts, 
regardless of the content of that program. On the other hand, students who leave high school 
and enter into an adult education or training program are to be reported as dropouts. State 
contacts were asked whether they categorized students as dropouts or continuing in school 
under several conditions. The results are displayed in table 3. 
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Table 3.--Dropot.t report enrcIlment ct.«-011 dIste, dIste ertforcement, ~ 10 conact repoItI, and atab.II of tramfe!a 10 other prtIgfIlI1W: 1 Q01-1128Choo! 
oor all Milia 

R8POItIog DlItes: Other f'Ioarams: 

ErYoIlment Late Report Twelfth 
ct.«-oIf fIIlI'OIleM CIIl1 be ~ A~ S4Ioondary !:My Job grade 

SIata data porm!ttad conactad ms GED GED admlaalon& 

Alabama VII1ies Yas 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alaska October No 0 0 0 0 N N 
Arizona October No 0 0 N 0 0 N 
Arkansas Late No 0 ? 0 0 0 0 
CIlIifomIa Late Yea C 0 0 0 0 N 

Colorado End Year 0 ? 0 0 0 0 
Comec:tIcU October 0 0 0 0 N 0 
Delaware October 0 ? C 0 0 0 
DIstrict of CoII.mb1a Late 0 0 0 0 0 N 
Florida EArly Y. 0 0 0 C 0 0 

GeorgIe October 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hawaii Earfy 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Idaho October 0 0 N 0 0 N 

""nob EndYeer YIIII 0 0 0 0 D N 
IndIanIl October 0 0 0 0 N N 

Iowa End Year Noct.«-oIf 0 0 N 0 0 0 
I<araaa Varies Y. 0 0 0 0 N 0 
Kentucky 0 0 0 0 0 
Lotialam October 0 0 0 0 0 Unknown 
MaIne October Yes 0 0 N 0 0 N 

Malyland October Yea 0 0 N 0 0 0 
MasMchusetts October 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Mlchigzm October 0 0 0 0 V4IkIe VarIIIiJ 
MI~'lIa Earfy YIIS 0 0 N C 0 D 
Mlaalaslppl October C 0 0 0 VarIN N 

MI3w.lri October 0 0 0 C D 0 
MortarB 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nebmsl<a Oc:tobsr YIIS No 0 0 0 0 0 N 
NlMlda Lata No C 0 0 C 0 0 
New Hampshire 

N_JOfIIflV EndYOIM Y. No C 0 0 N 0 0 
N_MaxIco October No 0 0 N 0 0 0 
N_York October 0 ? 0 0 0 N 
North Carollm Earfy 0 ? 0 0 0 0 
North DlIkota EArly C 0 C 0 D van. 

OhIo Lata 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Oklahoma EndYaar Y. 0 0 0 C 0 0 
Omgon October 0 0 0 N 0 0 
Pennsylvaria VaMa Y. 0 0 0 0 VarIN N 
Rhoda Island October C Varies C 0 0 0 

~Carolina ll1te Yes No 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~Dakota EndYaar Endyaar 0 0 0 0 Unknown N 
T8I'Y1OIS8&G EndYaar Yes 0 0 C 0 0 D 
T8XI\II Late Varies 0 0 0 0 Unknown lJnIcneMn 
Utah EndYaar Yes 0 0 N 0 0 0 

Vermort EndYaar C C 0 0 0 0 
Virgiria Lata 0 0 0 0 0 N 
WaatlngtOll 
West Virgiria Varies Morthly 0 0 0 0 0 N 
WISOOf'IIln EndYcer Yas 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SUMMA.qy--Practfca agrees with ceo: 

Yea 19 25 39 .cg 33 47 .cg 32 :J1 
No 24 20 II 0 10 2 0 11 8 

Pwtly, IXlCIear 4 1 0 0 a 0 0 5 4 
~::&nse 4 5 4 2 2 2 2 S 2 

- - SIae doaa net haw II dropoI.t coIlec:tIon. 
Recponaa dalinitlons: October .. fIIlI'OIlment c:onftrmad within one weak bdcra Of after October 1 

Lata .. GIYOIlmor.t c:onftrmad more than 0Il9-waek after Octobar 1 
Earfy .. ErYoIlment c:onftrmod more than one waek bI5tore October 1 
End veer - enrollment c:onftrmad end of schoo! yeer 
Varies .. Prac:tloa varies by 8Choo! cI3tric!a 
0 .. DropoI.t 
o .. CoRIrUng II!udBrt 
N .. Net applicable; situ\tial cIoee net oocu; a1tamatlw cntdBrtlaI '*""" 

SOURCE: U.S. Dapartmert of EcIooatlon, Natlcml Certer for Educ!ltIon St:ldstlcs, Common Core of Data - Data Plan SuppIamarD. 
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How did you report students who did not complete high school, but 
moved from the regular school progmm to some other type of education 
or training? 

Transfe,. to an alternative program. Students who move to an alternative school or 
program run by the local schools are not dropouts. All states reported that they followed the 
CCD definition and treated these students as continuing their secondary education. 

Transfer to adult education GED. Students who leave high school and then enroll in 
an adult education program preparing them for the test of General Education Development 
(GED) are to be counted as dropouts, regardless of what agency offers the program. Thirty
three states followed this definition (65 percent of all states), and counted these students as 
dropouts. However, 10 states (20%) counted them as continuing their secondary schooling. 
In Rhode Island, such a student was counted as continuing if he or she signed and adhered to 
a contract to attend GED classes. but was considered a dropout in the absence of this formal 
commitment. In Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, New York and North Carolina, transfers to 
adult education GED are tracked for the remainder of the school year, and reported as 
dropouts if they leave these programs during the year. 8 Wisconsin is reported as agreeing 
with the CCD, but it should be noted that state law allows students to enroll in postsecondary 
programs and remain on the public school rolls as long as the school district confirms that the 
student continues in school. 

Transfer to secondary aED. There are some secondary school progrards preparing 
students for the GED. Students in secondary GED programs are not counted as dropouts 
under the CCD definition. A total of 39 states (76 percent of all) complied with the CCD 
definition in this area. An additional eight states (16%) said that such programs are not 
available and the question is moot. Connecticut and Mississippi consider secondary GED 
program students to be dropouts, in disagreement with the CeD definition. Connecticut will 
change this with its 1992-93 school year data, while Mississippi continues to treat all GED 
training as adult education. 

Early admissiolls. Students who complete high school requirements and are granted 
early admission to postsecondary school before they receive a high school diploma should not 
be counted as dropouts. This was the case in every state that had such early admissions 
programs. In no state would an early admissions student be counted as a dropout. 

Job Corps enrollment. Job Corps is a federally-funded residential training program 
that is aimed at young people who lack the education and employment skills needad to 
succeed as adults. Some Job Corps programs offer a secondary education program that is 
recognized, and may be sponsored, by the state or local school systems. Students transferring 
to these programs are not considered dropouts. However, other Job Corps programs do not 

srt should be noted that the CeD reports GED diploma recipients 19 or younger as school completers. As of 
September, 1994 .• the American Council on Education approved pilot projects for administering the GED tests to 
in-school youth in AlabaMa, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia and Wisconsin. In all other cases, 
students must withdraw from school before they can take the GED tests. 
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offer a recognized secondary program, and students leaving high school to enter into this 
training are considered dropouts. 

In 11 states (22%), no Job Corps enrollees are counted as dropouts, regardless of 
whether a secondary program is offered. All Job Corps students are considered dropouts in 
27 states (53 percent of all states). Five coordinators were not aware of any Job Corps sites 
in their states and considered the question not applicable. Three other states -- Michigan, 
Mississippi, and Pennsylvania -- make the requested distinction, considering Job Corps 
transfers as dropouts unless they enter a program known to offer a secondary component. 
Two respondents were not sure how Job Corps students were treated. 

Effects of otller program classification. All states report in agreement with the CeD 
definition when classifying students who are enrolled in secondary alternative programs and 
those who have achieved early admissions to postsecondary school (not dropouts). The states 
that do not count students in adult education GED programs as dropouts would have lower 
dropout rates than those states that comply with the CCD standard. On the other hand, the 
states that count students in secondary GED programs as dropouts would expect higher 
dropout rates than other states. 

The effect is less clear with Job Corps enrollments. States that do not count Job 
Corps trainees as dropouts would in theory have lower rates than states that do. However, if 
a Job Corps program includes a state- or district-recognized secondary component, 
participating students should not be considered dropouts. 

Twelfth Grade Leavers 

It is possible for a student to complete grade 12 without meeting the requirements for 
a high school diploma. This can happen, for example, if the student does not pass a 
mandatory proficiency examination. A student who leaves school under this condition should 
be counted as a dropout. The CCD dropout instructions did not give specific directions for 
this situation, so state coordinators were asked: 

How do you classify students who complete the 12th grade and who leave 
school without receiving a diploma? As dropouts or completers? 

In 17 states the respondent said this situation could not occur, and the question was 
not applicable. Twenty states (39%) said these students would be counted as dropouts, and 
eight states (16%) would count them as completers.9 Louisiana and Texas were not yet able 
to say how such students would be reported. The decision is made by the local school 
district in Michigan, and in North Dakota the determination rests on local option decisions 
about the number of credits required for graduation. 

9Some states offer an alternative credential, not a regular diploma, to students completing the course work 
required for a diploma, but who do not meet other requirements. 
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Effect of 12th grade leeven. States that do not have high school diploma 
requirements beyond completing grade 12 would logically have fewer dropouts than states 
that do impose extra conditions. The same is true for states that count such 12th grade 
leavers as completers. rather than dropouts. However, it is not anticipated that the numbers of 
these 12th grade leavers would be very large. 

Variations in Reponing Schedules 

States were asked. under the CCD dropout definition, to follow an October 1 -- September 30 
reporting year, and to count as a dropout any student who was not enrolled on October 1. 
Variations in how these data collection requirements were followed could lead to differences 
in the numbers of dropouts reported in two ways: whether the October 1 cut-off date was 
used, and whether school districts had the opportunity to correct their "as of October I" 
numbers. The information in table 3 shows that there was considerable variation across 
states. 

Cut-off date. The CCD definition required that each school district determine on 
October 1 the dropout or other status of each student enrolled in the previous school year. 
State dropout contacts were asked: 

The CCD set October 1, 1992 as the cut-off date for deciding 
whether a student who had been enrolled in 1991-92 was a 
dropout. Did you use October 1 or some other date as a cut-off! 
(Specify·) 

Any state that reported a cut-off date between September 24 and October 8, a week's 
latitude around the CCD standard, was considered to be in agreement with the CCDIs 
prescribed October 1 date. This included specific calendar dates (example, October 1) and 
dates that would have to fall within the range (example, first Tuesday in October). There 
were 19 states that fell into this category, or 37 percent of the total. 

Eleven states (22%) collected dropout counts as of the end of the school year. And, 
each of these 11 counted students who were not enrolled at the end of the year as dropouts, 
regardless of whether the students re-enrolled in the following autumn. The practice in these 
states confounded two different reporting discrepancies. Summer dropouts were given the 
entirety of the school year to enroll, while regular year dropouts who returned the next 
October 1 were not removed from the dropout count. The states following this practice were 
Colorado, Illinois, Iowa, New Jersey, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, 
Wisconsin and Wyoming. 

An additional 13 states had a specific cut-off date that did, or could, faIl outside the 
two-week range around October 1. These dates ranged from as early as September 10 (North 
Dakota) to as late as December 1 (Nevada). It is impossible to determine which states use a 
cut-off before October 1, and which use a later date, since many states set the cut-off as a 
given number of days after the start of school, which can vary by district. However, on the 
arbitrary assumption that school begins September 1, the following states would have cut-off 
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dates earlier than the CCD requirement: Florida, Hawaii, Minnesota, North Carolina, and 
North Dakota. Those whose cut-off date does (or could) fall after October 1 include 
Arkansas, California, the District of Columbia, Nevada, Ohio, South CaroliIia, Texas, and 
Virginia. 

Four states did not fall into any of these categories. The cut-off date varied by school 
district in Alabama, Kansas and Pennsylvania (which has established a standard cut-off date 
as of the 1993-94 school year). In West Virginia, dropout counts are collected and amended 
each month, with students who are not enrolled at the end of the year considered to be 
dropouts. 

Enforcement of cut-off dates. The date on which enrollment requirements are enforced 
is the final determinant of the cut-off date's impact on data comparability. Fortyusix states 
answered the question: 

Was a dropout's status changed if you detennined that he or she 
had actually enrolled shortly (say, within two weeks) after? 

Of the 46 states that answered, 25 said that late enrollees were not permitted to be 
removed from the dropout roster (49 percent of all states) and 16 responded that late enrollees 
would be removed from the dropout count (31 %). An additional five states described 
practices that would have the same effect as varying the cut-off date. Iowa does not have a 
fixed dropout date, South Dakota and Wyoming collect counts at the end of the year, and in 
West Virginia, dropout status is updated monthly. The Texas respondent believed the practice 
varied by district. 

Effects of cut-off dates and enforcement. It is impossible to quantify what effect 
variations from the October 1 cut-off date would have in various school districts because the 
first day of school varies. For example, "the second Monday in September" would be 
relatively "earlier" for a district opening after Labor Day than one opening in mid-August. 
However, it seems likely that in 19 states (those who have a late cut-off date or remove late 
enrollees from the dropout count) the dropout count should be consistently deflated. 

End-of-school-year counts produce two kinds of data problems, as noted earlier. For 
any given year, the practice would reduce the number of summer dropouts, since those re
enrolling after October 1 would not be counted as dropouts. At the same time, the practice 
would increase the number of regular year dropouts by failing to remove those students who 
dropped out during the year and re-enrolled by the next October 1. These errors presumably 
cancel one another out to some extent. 

The five states observing a cut-off date earlier than October 1 could have higher 
numbers of dropouts, if they removed October re-enrollees from their dropout rosters, than 
states with later cut-off dates. Also, states that enforce their established dropout dates should 
have higher dropout counts than states that allow some latitude in how the dates are applied. 
However, dropout counts are generally reported by school districts at the same time as 
membership counts. This would argue that the membership count that serves as the 
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denominator for a dropout rate is increased or decreased in the opposite direction from the 
dropout count itself, increasing the extent to which the dropout rate is distorted. 

Schedule for correcting reports. The CCD dropout reports are based on school district 
reports that identify a student's status as of October 1. However, it can be well after October 
1 when a district reports to the state education agency, and even later when the data are 
reported on the CCD. The schedule inherent in the CCD dropout definition assumes that 
corrections can be made if, for example, a district later learns that a student whose status was 
unknown on October 1 had actually transferred to another school system. 

To find out if such corrections were possible, dropout contacts were asked: 

If you did use a cut-off date (for deciding whether a student was 
a dropout), did you literally freeze your records on that day, or 
continue to accept corrections? 

Only eight state contacts said that records were "frozen" and could not be corrected 
(Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, and South 
Carolina). Other states had a range of practices. Some simply kept their records open until 
data were published, while several had formal public review procedures before a file was 
closed. When respondents commented on this question, they generally noted that school 
district corrections had been few. 

Summruy: Effects of 1991-92 Variations 

The interviews discussed above were intended to determine the extent to which states 
adhered to a standard CCD-sponsored definition and set of collection procedures in reporting 
dropouts. Since the standard definition was promoted to bring about comparable dropout 
statistics, discrepancies that inflated or deflated a state's dropout count relative to the CCD 
standards are critical. The effects of the reported variations are summarized in table 4. 

Overall, the 1991-92 dropout counts reported on the 1992-93 CCD show considerable 
variation in how states applied the definition and collection procedures of the CCD. Two 
states could have increased their counts, compared to those following the CCD procedures, by 
failing to remove from the dropout rolls those students who returned before the end of the 
1991-92 school year. Some 23 states would have inflated their dropout reports by failing to 
remove those who had re-enrolled by October 1, 1992. And, two states increased their 
numbers of dropouts by counting transfers to secondary GED programs as dropouts. 

Counting pupils who moved to adult education GED programs would have reduced the 
number of dropouts reported, and this was the case in 10 states. Nineteen states decreased 
their counts by removing students who re-enrolled after October 1 from the dropout report. 

Setting or enforcing a cut-off date other than October 1 could have increased the 
number of dropouts in two states that set a date earlier than October 1 and did not permit late 
enrollments. It is difficulfto interpret the outcome among states that followed a July -- June 
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TatM 4.--ar.ct of atate reoortlna varlationtl on ctooout count wIlfi1 COInll8l'od to COD alan_cia: 18G1-0211Choo1 Y!!!!' (&I .... , 

End 01 Next Enrolment ElVoIrm.nt TMIIh 
yes!' yll#J.'! cut-ott eWe Aduit Seoor!diMy pia 

SlBb rotur.,... ,otur_ dille enforOMl'*1t GED GeD lawn 

Alabama + v -
Alaska 
.Arizona 
.Arllilnla - ? 
Cdomllll - - -
Colorado + v ? -
ConMcIIcut + DeIa_. + ? 
Dlatrlct d CoIurnbllll - -
Ficrlda + + - -
~gIa 
HawaII + + - -
Idaho + -
liIi10IIa + v -
IncIaM + + 

IOMI + v ? -
Kanau v + v -
Kentucky -- -- -
Loulalana + - ? 
MAIne + -
r.wyJand + -
Mu .. ctll.lNltB 
Michigan - v 
Mlnnoaola + + -
Mlulnlppl + 

Mla1lOU'1 
Montana -- . -- -- -- -- --
N8bruka -
~da -
Now IiIlmpahrre -- -- -- -- -- -- --
twNJcney + v -
NlwMm::o -
N4awYcrk ? 
North CarolInA + + ? -
North Dakota + ? v 

Ohio + -
Oldahoma + v - -
Oregon 
""naylwnla v -
R~I.land v -
South Carolina - - - -
South Dakota + v -
T..,.-.. + v -
Tuae - v ? 
U!ah + v -
V.mont + v -
V!rginil v -
Wuhlngton -- -- -- -- -- -- --
WeltVlrginil + v ? -
WiIconail + v -

+ v 

SUMMARY --Efbct on count relative 10 COO alandllrcill: 

11lCI'_ (+) 1 23 0 2 0 2 0 
o.cr_(-) 0 0 8 111 10 0 8 

__ ~~=M~"~.u=n~~~~ ______ ~1 ________ ~1~ ______ ~1~5 ________ ~4~ ________ ~O~ ________ 0~ ________ ~4 ____ __ 

+ Pracllce procb:M more ctcpoula than COD alandard 
- Practice producea fw.w ctcpoula than COD allRndard 
v Effect all praclic& w~1a8 
? Effect unknown 
-- Not reported 

SOURCE: U.S. o.partrnent d Ecb:aIion. NatIonaJ Center for Education Slatlstlca. Common Core d DaIa - Data Plan Su~. 
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reporting schedule, because this practic~ would have had differential effects on the numbers 
of regular year and summer dropouts. 

Of the 13 states with state dropout definitions that differ from the CCD, three (Florida, 
Massachusetts and Mississippi) consciously provide different reports for state and CCD uses 
(see table 1). In two of the states (Colorado and Massachusetts) the practices in place 
logically would result in state dropout counts or rates greater than those on the CCD. In 
Florida, Mississippi and Oklahoma the state reports logically would have lower numbers and 
rates than the CCD, while Arizona's inflated denominator would not affect counts but would 
lower rates. The direction of the difference is not clear for Alaska, Idaho, Rhode Island, 
South Carolina, or Virginia. 

While it is possible to identify aspects in which state dropout reports differ from one 
another, it is not equally clear what the quantitative effect of these differences are on dropout 
COWltS. Anecdotal reports from states suggest that the greatest threat to comparability is 
whether students who re-enroll by October 1 of the year after which they have left school are 
considered dropouts. (Failing to remove from dropout COWlts those who return by the end of 
the school year is even more biasing, but limited to one or two states.) The decisions about 
how to classify returning students tend to be basic components of the state's dropout reporting 
system. In order to comply with the CCD requirement, non-standard states would have to 
make systemic changes. 

Attributing summer dropouts to the wrong school year and grade is another variation 
whose correction would require mzJor changes in dropout reporting systems. Misclassifying 
these dropouts may not distort the overall dropout COWlt, but it can bias grade-by-grade 
dropout rates. 

Other sources of bias are more "superficial" in that they could probably be addressed 
by amending current reporting systems. These corrections include cOWlting adult education 
GED program participants as dropouts, changing the cut-off date to October 1 (or adjusting 
current reports to reflect that date), and enforcing the established cut-off date. 
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PART 2. FOLLOW-UP SURVh"'Y ON PLANs TO CHANGE 

1992-93 was the first year in which states reported dropouts on the CCD, and the 
collection included a major change (the year to which summer dropouts were attributed) from 
the version that had been field tested. In early April, 1994, NCES wrote to 40 states that had 
one or more serious differences from the CCD I asking the state to confirm this difference and 
indicate when it could be corrected. The "serious" &fferences were failure to remove end-of
year or October 1 returnees from the dropout count; misc1assification of adult education or 
secondary GED program participants; and not enforcing an October 1 cut-off date in deciding 
whether a student was to be reported as a dropout. (Coordinators were not asked about 
attributing promoted summer dropouts to the wrong grade, which was later juciged to be a 
serious data problem.) Thirty-nine states had answered by mid-October, and their responses 
are shown in table 5. 

Categorizing Re--em-olling Students 

In reporting 1991-92 dropouts. two states did not remove from their dropout rolls 
students who dropped out in 1991-92, but returned before the end of the school year. Kansas 
said it was corrected as of the 1992-93 school year, and Indiana said that while there were no 
plans to change this practice, the state would discuss the possibility. 

Twenty-three states counted 1991-92 dropouts who were enrolled 011 October 1, 1992 
as dropouts. Five states have corrected this, or will do so within two years: Delaware, 
Kansas, Louisiana, Maine and West Virginia. Ten states can, or may consider ways to, 
change their data collection. These states are Colorado, Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota, Oklahoma, 
South Dakota, Utah, Vermont, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. The conditions affecting a possible 
change that these state respondents brought up included long-range changes to state legislation 
or board policy, adding a report item that would have district surveys "back out" October 
returnees, or waiting for NCES to settle on a standard definition and procedures. 

Six respondents said that their states had no plans to change dropout collection 
practices, generally because they did not have the means to identify returning students from 
one school year to the next, because their practices were set in state law, or they simply did 
not feel motivated to do so. These states were Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Maryland, New Jersey, 
and Tennessee. It appears that Florida has the capability, through its student record system, 
to remove October 1 returning students from CCD dropout reports if the state chooses. 
Virginia intends to maintain its practice of removing only those returning dropouts who have 
completed their missed school work in summer school. Alabama and Ohio did not respond to 
the letter. 

Arizona, which appeared to agree with the CCD in 1992-93, wrote NCBS stating that 
in the future the state would count October 1 returnees as dropouts. 
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Table 5.--States plans to change nonstandanl eCD dropout reporiing practices (all states) 

State 

Alabama 

Arizona 

Arkansas 

California 

Colorado 

Connecticut 

Delaware 

District Columbia 

Fiorida 

Hawali 

Idaho 

Illinois 

Indiana 

Iowa 

Kansas 

Kentucky 

Louisiana 

Maine 

Maryland 

Michigan 

Minnesota 

Mil;sissippi 

Nebraska 

Nevada 

New Jersey 

June 
recapture 

possibly change- not 
planned 

fix 1992-93 (1993- 94 
reports) 

October 
recapture 

no response 

will break out 

perhaps; if NCES sets 
fum practice 

fixed - 1992·93 

no plan to chnnge 

no plan to change 

no plnn to change 

possibly change - not 
planned 

legislated but may 
consider law change to 
Oct 1 

fix 1992-93 (1993-94 
reports) 

fix by 1993-94 

fix 1994-95 

no plan to change 

could fix by 1994-95 

no plan to cbange 
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AdultGED 

track students 

unresolved 

track s1>Jdents 

working on change 

track students 

can report adult 
OEDs separately 

no plan to chnnge 

will fix 

no response 

no cbange - Board 
requirement 

could partition out 
alternative progs. 

Other 
probleDllJ 

keep end of year count 

secondary OED - drop -
working to correct 

keep October 17 count 

no plans to change - late 
no shows aren't dropouts 

keep early September 
count 

summer dropouts in 
state board regulation 
may change. no plans 

fix; enforce date by 
1994-95 

no cbange- late 
returnees not drops 

Secondary OED - count 
as drops 

keep end of Sep cut off 
date 

late cut-off, no response 

no cbange - keep late 
enrolhnent 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table S.-S~I plalu jo change noDJItandard CCD dropout Rlporting pl1lCticel (aIlltateS) - Continued 

.lme October Odter 
Sfate leCapture mcapture AdultGED problema 

New Yorit track students 

NOJth Carolina track students keep "20th dJOy~ report 
date 

Ohio no response 

Oklahoma may consider change 

PennsylvlDia enforce Oct 1 cut-off 
for 1992-93 data 

Rhode bland will vary by LEA 

South Carolina will track as of 1994-95 board voted to follow 
CCD - but keep "46th 
day" report date 

South Dakota no change until NCES will allow full year to 
adopts standard re-enroU 

TOMIlSIOC no plan to cbange no change- keep late 
enrollees 

Texu will keep Oct 31 
reporting date 

Utah considering change to 
Oct I, 1994-95 

Vermont consic2ering change no may attempt to track 
date 

Virginia DO cbange - drop status 

changed if completes 
COIJ.1'llCS 

West Virginia iIX by 1994-95 (1995-96 fix by 1994-95 
report) 

Wiscooain will explore ways to 
bacle out Oct 1 
returnees, 1994-95 

Wyoming no plans - but under no plans to change !t.te 
review. earliest, 1995 count 

June recaptur\;: State will remove students who return before the end of their school year from the dropout count 

Odober recapture: State will remove students who return before the end of their school yem- from the dropout count by October 1 of the 
following year fiom the dropout count 

SOURCE: U.S. Dcpautment of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Common Core of Data - Data Plan Supplements. 
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GED Program Enrollees 

Of the two states that counted secondary program GED students a.~ dropouts, 
Connecticut is working with its school districts to correct this practice, and it is not known 
what Mississippi intends to do. 

Ten states did not count adult education GED students as dropouts in 1991-92. Of 
these, six states believe that they can change this practice or somehow identify such transfers 
and report them as dropouts: the District of Columbia, Hawaii, Minnesota, South Carolina, 
Vermont, and West Virginia. Florida and Louisiana do not intend to change their reporting 
practices. The issue is wuesolved in California, and it is not known what Kentucky intends 
to do. 

Enforcing Cut-off Dates 

The question of whether to remove a late returner (a student enrolling after October 1) 
from the dropout rolls is confounded with the question of whether a state follows the October 
1 reporting date, particularly whether it follows a July-June or October-September reporting 
year. 

In general, the states that collect dropout counts at the end of the school year will 
continue to disagree with CCD reporting practices in two major ways. First, these states will 
allow students who completed the previous school year to enroll after October 1 without 
being counted as dropouts. Second, these states will consider students who did not complete 
the previous school year, but who are enrolled on October 1 of the current school year, as 
dropouts for the previous school year. States are also unwilling to change reporting dates at 
the beginning of the school year to conform with the October 1 requirement. Some echo the 
argument made by South Carolina, that reporting on the 46th day of the school year is 
actually more uniform than setting a calendar date, because districts vary in when they open 
schools. Others argue that their collection date is set by law or board policy, or that the date 
is used for a number of other statistics, and that change would be difficult (and of 
questionable value). 

Summruy of Possible Changes 

Under the most optimistic assumptions, the CCD dropout statistic would be fairly 
consis~.~nt across states by the 1994-95 reporting year. All but two states (Montana and New 
Hampshire) would be reporting an annual dropout count by that time, and all but three of the 
reporting 49 would report dropouts broken out by sex and racial/ethnic status. 

All reporting states would remove students from their dropout counts if these school 
leavers re-enrolled by the end of the year in which they dropped out. Only seven states 
would fail to remove from their reports dropouts who re-enrolled by October 1 of the 
following school year. The number of these states possibly could be reduced by the growth 
of individual student record systems that would make it possible to track students across 
school years and school districts. 
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A more pessimistic evaluation would still have 48 states reporting in the near future, 
with 47 of them providing the full detail requested. However, two states would still count 
end-of-year returnees as dropouts and 18 would fail to remove October 1 returnees from their 
dropout reports (the optimistic assessment above assumes that 11 of these 18 could make such 
a change). One state would consider secondary program GED students as dropouts, while six 
states would not consider students in adult education GED classes to be dropouts. 
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Part 3. Analysis of 1991-92 Dropout Data 

Alt.ltough the dropout counts from the 43 states reporting district~level data for the 
1991-92 school year did not consistently follow CCD standards, the information collected in 
this first year is useful. This section explores the completeness of reporting from participating 
states and the differences between adjusted and unadjusted dropout rates. A brief discussion 
of the numbers and types of dropouts reported for 1991-92 concludes the section. 

Standard and Nonstandard Data 

The dropout data reported on the 1992-93 CCD Agency Universe for school year 
1991-92 should have included two types of dropouts: 

• Regular year dropouts, who were enrolled in 1991-92, dropped out during that 
year, and were not enrolled on October I, 1992; and 

• Summer dropouts, who completed the 1990-91 school year but were not enrolled 
on October 1, 1991. 

Twenty-four states incorrectly counted as dropouts those students who returned by the 
end of the 1991-92 school year, students who re-enrolled by October 1, 1992. An additional 
five states attributed summer dropouts to the wrong year. These were the two departures 
from the CCD definition judged most likely to have biased the size of the dropout count. IO 

Because of this, NCES is publishing dropout counts and rates from only the 14 "standard" 
states. 

A small number of districts reported dropouts, but no students in membership. These 
distri·cts are omitted from the analyses, where appropriate. This omission accounts for some 
differences in the total number of districts in some tables. 

Computing Dropout Rates 

Rates are the proportion of a given group that is dropouts. That is, a dropout rate for 
grade 8 is the number of grade 8 students dropping out divided by the grade 8 membership. 
Membership is the count of students on the school's rolls on October 1 of the school year. 
Unless otherwise noted, rates are based on October 1, 1991-92 membership alone. 

Membership is based on the 1991·92 CCD School Universe. The grade-level 
membership counts used in this analysis were reported on the CCD School Universe survey. 
District membership counts were calculated by summing membership for the grade(s) of 
interest across all schools associated with a district. The state membership totals shown in 

"These are the major, but not the only, conditions affecting data comparability. Failing to enforce a cut-off date 
close to October 1, and failing to count adult education GED transfers as dropouts would also bias the total count. 
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this paper are the sum of the district totals thus computed, and may differ from the numbers 
in the 1991-92 CCD State Aggregate report. 

Ungraded students. The "ungraded" dropouts reported by the District of Columbia 
were apportioned across grades 7 through 12. For all analyses except those comparing 
different methods of computing the dropout rate, ungraded students were distributed across the 
grade 7 through 12 membership counts in all districts reporting ungraded students. The 
number of ungraded students in each district was prorated across all of the grades in the 
district on the basis of the number of students in each grade. 

Rates" School district dropout rates are the ratios of dropouts to membership for the 
group of int~rest (example, grade 9). State dropout rates are based on state totals for dropouts 
and students in membership, and are not the average of district rates. Similarly, total rates for 
a group of states are based on the sum of dropouts divided by the sum of membership, not 
the average of the state rates. 

Quality or the 1991-92 Data 

The first year's dropout reports provided a valuable opportunity to explore several 
potential threats to data quality. The first of these was completeness of reporting -- was there 
internal evidence that school districts were systematically failing to report dropouts? The 
second issue was the quantitative effect of failing to adhere to the CCD definition. 

Comprehensiveness of Reporting 

Only school districts enrolling students in one or more of grades 7 through 12 can 
have dropouts. Across the 42 states and the District of Columbia reporting 1991-92 dropouts 
at the school district level, a total of 12,109 districts reported students in membership in any 
of grades 7 through 12 in 1991-92 (table 6). This group included 86 percent of the 14,169 
school districts with any pupils in membership in tbese states during that year. All districts 
included students in the potential dropout grades in the District of Columbia, Kansas, 
Maryland and Nevada. The smallest proportions of districts with potential dropouts were 
found in Vermont (39%), Maine (65%) and Massachusetts (66%). 

Districts with no dropouts. A total of 3.259 of the 12,109 districts, or 27 percent, did 
not report any 1991-92 dropouts. This figure included 3,097 districts reporting "0" dropouts 
and 162 districts for which no numeric count was given -- the number of dropouts was left 
blank or somehow coded as missing data. Because the number of districts with missing 
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TIIIbIe 8.--MIasIng (M or O~ dropout counts among dla1rlc1a \MIh any ofSJf'lld-7-12: 1881-02 achod yNl' (43 statM r.portIng 
district-level drODOUt data} 

NotnoortIna 0 
Gr&Ido7-12 Dlatrlcta Non-

Non- Non- total HIgh w!ih any MpOrtIng 
Total PotItntieily ropoc1Ing reporting Regular membtnhlp grade ofgradee Oor 

dlstrlc:ts repor1i!:!lll mining 0 dlnictfJ ... tiwt200 701'8 9-12 mIMI!:!; 

Total 14,169 12,100 162 3,007 3,009 2,399 2,019 9,002 1,133 

Alabama 130 129 0 4 S 0 0 129 4 
ArIzona 247 20S 1 63 53 47 51 103 3 
Arkansaa 340 322 0 'Z1 28 7 0 S20 '0 
California 1,067 978 0 SSG 1510 SI50 49B 44S 41 
Colorado 193 179 0 SO SIS S4 0 179 S8 

Connactk:ut 179 154 0 32 S2 25 28 125 4 
Delaware 22 19 0 0 0 0 19 0 
Dlatict of Columbia 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
florida 74 70 0 2 0 2 0 70 2 
Idaho 114 113 8 8 e 8 0 106 7 

Illinois 1,060 937 0 402 :!JI1 261 375 531 27 
Indiana 328 301 10 0 0 0 300 9 
Iowa 471 405 1 77 77 80 S8 352 40 
Kanaas 304 S04 0 53 63 38 0 50S 53 
louisiana 71 70 4 0 0 0 70 .. 
Meine 327 211 0 103 103 94 91 118 12 
Maryland 24 24 0 0 0 0 24 0 
Memsachusetts 433 286 0 42 $7 23 31 2S5 11 
Michigan 619 550 28 S2 32 17 0 ~26 34 
Minnesota 510 361 0 84 71 158 20 ssa 64 

Mississippi 162 157 0 1 0 0 0 157 1 
Missouri 539 536 0 124 124 118 82 450 42 
N<abruka 848 555 0 384 351 S54 247 308 117 
Nevada 18 18 2 0 0 0 17 1 
NewJemoy 620 498 0 247 247 174 208 272 39 

New Mexico 96 92 .. 13 is 12 0 92, 17 
North Caronna 135 131 0 2 0 0 0 131 2 
North Dakota 317 241 0 165 180 162 40 201 126 
Ohio 789 611 0 14 14 .. 0 610 14 
Oklahoma 568 658 0 188 HI8 163 114 437 54 

Oregon 306 272 2 rn 97 94 80 181 18 
Pennsylvania 613 513 13 7 7 2 2 511 18 
Rhode Island 37 55 0 2 2 2 2 33 0 
South Carolina 106 94 3 0 0 0 93 2 
South Dakota 218 187 0 ea 5GJ 62 10 173 58 

TennessM 140 132 0 IS 8 .. 8 123 2 
Tf)X88 1,048 1,024 0 202 202 169 51 972 151 
Utah 47 40 0 .. .. 2 0 40 4 
Vermont 845 134 74 1 1 1 0 65 6 
VIrginia 161 133 3 0 0 0 131 1 

West VIrginia 57 56 1 0 0 0 56 1 
WIsconsin 427 426 10 111 111 80 44 380 76 
Wyoming 58 49 0 8 e 8 1 47 is 

- - Not appllcal::l •• 

SOURCE: U.S. Depar1rnent of Education, NatIonal c.m.r for Eclucallon StIIIIdca. Common Core of Data. 
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dropout counts was considerably smaller than the number for which "0" dropouts were 
reported, more attention was paid to these zero-dropout districts. 

Districts reporting 0 dropouts. It is possible that dropout codes of "M" for districts 
that are unlikely to serve students directly reflect a reporting problem rather than truly missing 
data. However, reports of 0 dropouts for regular school districts are positive statements that 
students were served, and none dropped out. 

Thirty-one of the states reporting dropouts in 1991-92 had one or more regular school 
districts that reported "0" dropouts. This ranged from a single regular school district in 
Vermont to more than half of the regular districts with grade 7-12 students in California, 
Nebraska, and North Dakota. 

Three plausible reasons for a district to report 0 dropouts could be explored readily 
through other information on the CCD. These were school district type, size, and the grades 
served (table 6). 

School district type. Some types of school districts, such as supervisory unions and 
regional service agencies, are unlikely to provide direct services to students but may report 
membership figures on the CCD that reflect students under their aegis who are served by 
some other agency. Other types of agencies, such as state-operated rer.ldential schools, may 
be unlikely to have students dropping out of school. Most of the distril:ts reporting "0" 
dropouts were regular school districts; table 6 shows that 3,009 of the 3,097 districts with 0 
dropouts were in this category.lJ However, none of the school districts with no dropouts in 
Florida, Mississippi and North Carolina were regular school districts. 

District size and dropouts. Small districts would be less likely to have dropouts than 
larger districts. Some 2,399 of the 3,097 districts (77%) reporting no dropouts had a 
cumulative membership of fewer than 200 students across grades 7 through 12. All of the 
districts with no droPOu.ts fell into this small size category in Florid&, Idaho, Rhode Island, 
Vermont and Wyoming. The greatest numbers of these small districts were found in 
California (350 of the 539 districts), IHinois (261 of 402), Nebraska (354 of 364), New Jersey 
(174 of 247), North Dakota (152 of 166), Oklahoma (163 of 168), and Texas (169 of 202). 

Grade span and tkopouts. Table 6 shows that a total of 2,019 districts reporting no 
dropouts (65%) ended with grade 7 or 8. More than half the districts reporting no dropouts 
were in this category in Arizona, California, Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, 
Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Tennessee. 

Idaho, Michigan and Nevada had reported that they excluded dropouts for grades 7 
and 8 from the CCD. Among states that did not explicitly exclude grade 7 and 8 dropouts, 
the lack of dropouts from districts ending in these grades could have been related to one of 
two reasons. The first is that dropout rates are much lower in grades 7 and 8, in which 
students are likely to be younger than the age at which state law allows them to leave school. 

lIThis includes the CCD categories of Type I (local school district) and Type 2 (local school district component 
of a supervisory union). 
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The second possible cause is that districts may not have reported these younger school leavers 
as dropouts, considering them instead as truancy problems even in states that do not mandate 
this classification. Regardless of whether these -- or othor -- factors were in operation, the 
analysis suggests that any Wlder-reporting that took place was most likely to have biased the 
statistics for grades 7 and 8. 

Completeness 0/ grade 9-12 data. The most familiar event dropout rate is that which 
includes grades 9 through 12, the high school years. As table 6 illustrates, there were 9,802 
districts that included any of these grades. Of these, 1,133 (12%) reported no dropouts. The 
number of grade 9-12 districts reporting 0 dropouts reported ranged from no cases in 
Delaware, the District of Columbia, Maryland, and Rhode Island to more than 100 districts in 
Nebraska, North Dakota, and Texas. 

Effects of Summer and October 1 Misalloca6ons 

Dropout data were not considered acceptable if states allocated summer dropouts to 'the 
wrong school year and grade, or retained October 1 returnees ("recaptured" students) in the 
dropout count. Although the 1991~92 dropout collection did not collect information to test 
the effects of these discrepancies, the 1989 field test of the dropout collection had collected 
separate counts of regular year and summer dropout:;. This gave grade specific estimates of 
the proportion of dropouts who left during the summer. 

Muallocaling summer dropouts. The field test did not use a representative sample of 
school districts. but its findings can give a rough idea of how much dropout rates could be 
distorted by attributing summer dropouts to the wrong grade. The estimates shown below are 
bas:ed on the 1991-92 dropout rates for the 14 states that reported acceptable dropout data. 
Remember that if summer dropouts were attributed to the wrong year, only those who were 
promoted and failed to re-enroll would be attributed to the wrong grade: a student who did 
not return after failing the ninth grade in 1991-92 would still be counted as a ninth grade 
dropout, albeit for the wrong year. When dropouts are attributed to the wrong grade, the 
approp,riate grade loses a portion of its summer dropouts to the previous grade and picks up a 
portion of the summer dropouts from the next grade. Using the field test findings on the 
proportion of dropouts who left in the summer, the estimates show what would happen if 100 
percent or 50 percent of the summer dropouts were accounted to the prior grade.12 

IlSee Appendix C for calculations of the effects of misallocating summer dropouts and October recaptures. The 
denominators for these calculations did not include ungraded students. and may therefore differ slightly from rates 
shown elsewhere. 
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Table 7.--Effect of attributing 0, 50 or 100 percent of summer dropouts to 
the wrong grade 

Summer dropouts attributed to prior grade: 

Dropout rate by grade None 50 percent 100 percent 

Grade 7 .011 .011 .011 

Grade 8 .015 .017 .021 

Grade 9 .048 .046 .045 

Grade 10 .058 .058 .057 

Grade 11 .058 .061 .063 

Grade 12 .051 .045 .040 

Failing to recapture October 1 returnees. Anecdotal reports from some states and 
school districts suggested that up to 25 percent of the students leaving school during the 
regular school year re-enroll in the subsequent faIl. This proportion was used to estimate the 
effects of failing to remove October 1 re-enrollees from the dropout count. To estimate the 
effect of counting October 1 returnees as dropouts, the expected proportion of regular year 
dropouts (that is, excluding the estimated summer dropouts) was divided by 0.75 for each 
grade. The figures shown below are again based on 1991-92 dropout rates among properly 
reporting states, without prorating ungraded membership, and inflate the proportion of regular 
school year dropouts. 

Table 8.--Effect of failing to remove October recaptures 
(estimated at 25 percent) from dropout count 

Dropout rate by grade: 

Grade 7 

Grade 8 

Grade 9 

Grade 10 

Grade 11 

Graue 12 

October 1 returners counted as 
dropouts: 

None 25 percent 

.011 .013 

.015 .018 

.048 .060 

.058 .075 

.058 .075 

.051 .064 

Adjusred and Unadjusted Rates 

A dropout rate based on a single October 1 membership report does not take into 
account the fact that students can move from school to school during the year. Dropouts are 
attributed to the last school district in which they were enrolled, which may not be the school 
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district in whose membership count (and dropout denominator) they appear. A technically 
perfect dropout rate would report both dropouts and students in membership in something like 
"full time equivalents" -- with a student who enrolls in mid-year counting as one-half of a 
student in the district's membership, and a dropout who spent three months in one district and 
six months in another shown as one-third and two-thirds of a dropout in the respective 
districts. 

This degree of precision is beyond the scope of the CCD. NCBS proposed an 
alternate rate, however, that adjusted somewhat for net loss or gain in student membership 
through transfers into or out of the district. This rate was based on the average of 
membership across two grades from one year to the next. In a sense, the rate treated a grade 
as a cohort of srudents over time, averaging the grade 7 membership in October 1991 with 
grade 8 membership in 1992. This "adjusted" rate would not be as accurate as one 
apportioning students and dropouts over all of the districts in which they enrolled, but it was 
feasible to implement with CCD data. I3 

The major problem in using the adjusted rate is the requirement that the district 
include both the grade of interest and the subsequent grade. For example,in a district ending 
with grade 8 it is possible to calculate an adjusted rate for grade 7, but not for grade 8. 
Grade 12, in the absence of additional information, must rely on an estimate to produce the 
adjusted rate since it is not known how many of last year's grade 12 students are repeating the 
grade this year, and should logically be added to the number of graduates to create the "next 
year" membership for grade 12. 

Because there was an anticipated trade-off between the added precision and the 
logistical difficulties in using the adjusted dropout rate, it was compared with the unadjusted 
rate (that is, based on a single October 1 membership count) in this first year of the dropout 
collection. All 43 states reporting district level data were included in these analyses. I4 

Comparing Adjusted and Unadjusted Rates 

Table 9 shows the ratio of unadjusted to adjusted dropout rates by state, for all 
districts and for four categories of grade 9 through 12 membership size in 1991-92. This 
includes all of the districts with any of grades 9 through 12, and the analysis was limited to 
grades to these grades because reporting was generally more complete for them. IS A ratio 
greater than 1.0 indicates that the unadjusted rate is the larger of the two. 

13See Appendix C for more discussion of how rates were calculated. 

l"The differences between standard and nonstandard states were not expected to systematically bias one rate or 
the other. And, because of time constraints in data processing, the rate comparisons used membership counts that 
excluded ungraded students. 

ISA total of 8,614 districts included some of grades 9 through 12; 29 of those were excluded from this analysis 
because they were missing a membership count for 1991-92 or 1992-93. 
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Table O.--Numb« 01 dlUlcta and ........ ge rallo 01 unadjusted to adjuatGd ctopout raIN. by membersh., lia category. "adel 8-12 combined. 
In dIalrlcta with membership: 1991-02.chooI yflllll' (43 llaln r!1?O!1!na dIalrlct-1eveI dropout dIIllI) 

District memberlhl!:! ranll! 
Msmberahlp Memberlhlp Membwlhlp Memberahlp ",_terltlM 

All c1Qlcta leuthsn 100 l00-4DD 5OO-DIiiD 01' eauaI to 1.000 
Av.age Av.a'P Av.age Av.age AlMII'age 

Numb.- ratio Number ratio Numb« rallo Numb4w ratio Numb« ratio 

Numblr of dlatl'lcta 
and .Wlilgi ratio 8 •• 1.022 717 1.000 3.825 1.020 1.070 1.017 2.077 1.017 

Alllbama 124 1.014 17 1.017 53 1.011 54 1.015 
Arizona 100 1.001 8 1.000 42 1.084 22 1.081 30 1.102 
ArkansM 281 1.005 82 1.322 178 1.042 28 1.014 22 UN 
California 401 1.008 18 1.049 8S 1.004 74 1.018 243 1.003 
Colorado 140 1.032 33 1.057 83 1.020 17 1.022 27 1.035 

ConMCticut 121 1.020 2 1.482 34 1.024 48 1.018 3e 1.023 
onav.w. 19 1.004 2 O.GSIO 8 1.002 8 1.00Q 
District 01 Columbia 1 1.082 1 1.082 
florida tf1 0.895 7 0.gs7 10 0.985 50 0 •• 
Idaho OQ 1.06 HI 1.040 4S 1.053 18 1.05G 18 1.104 

IIIk1011 S03 1.025 33 1.043 281 1.018 78 1.025 ~ijl 1.033 
Indiana 291 1.021 127 1.018 Dei 1.024 lie 1.021 
lova 317 1.023 18 1.031 248 1.021 2D 1.022 22 1.034 
Kanaaa 248 1.024 42 1.020 159 1.021 28 1.036 18 1.040 
LouIIIana 88 0.875 4 0.00lS 18 0.873 48 0.877 

Maine 105 1.01 3 1.017 57 1.007 3D 1.013 6 1.025 
Maryland 24 1.021 2 1.022 22 1.020 
MulachUMllli 244 1.008 72 1.008 108 1.007 84 1.010 
Mlehlgan 482 1.02 11 1.062 224 1.020 154 1.021 103 1.013 
MInMaoIn 282 1 .. 038 15 1.111 1eo 1.030 43 1.028 44 1.044 

Miaslsl!ppJ 155 1.008 2 1.041 55 1.012 50 1.001 39 1.003 
Miuot.rl 405 1.03 ISS 1.020 231 1.028 fit 1.038 52 1.040 
Nebraska 101 1.025 lID 1.027 87 1.022 U 1.033 11 1.028 
Nevada 16 1.051 1 1.112 8 1.043 3 1.043 8 1.052 
twNJorHy 229 1_018 48 1.022 81 1.021 90 1.017 

NewMoxioo 75 1.042 12 1.015 30 1.048 14 1.0311 111 1.049 
~Caroilna 128 1.007 11 1.000 32 o.m 88 1.013 
North Dakota 74 1.028 31 1-044 33 1.018 4 1.011 8 1.015 
Ohio 1!G1 1.018 2 1.026 270 1.018 1;5 1.017 124 1.024 
Oklahoma 371 1.020 112 1.048 222 1.024 31 1.022 28 1.020 

Oregon 1(\0 1.034 21 1.025 88 1.028 32 1.040 3D 1.049 
Pennaylwnla 493 1.01 1 o.m 160 1.008 210 1.008 122 1.012 
RhodIlaland 32 1.018 1 1.047 3 0.1107 18 1.C118 10 1.021 
South Carolina 91 0.07S 21 0.985 23 0.072 47 0.977 
South Dakota 106 1.019 40 1.022 53 1.020 9 1.022 4 0.085 

Tennessee 119 1.032 23 1.020 31 1.028 85 1.040 
T_ 812 1.004 104 1.018 412 1.003 124 1.005 172 0.0Q8 
Utah 3e 1.016 8 1.010 6 1.018 22 1.019 
V.mont 59 1.025 5 1.028 3e 1.020 15 1.031 3 1.048 
VIrginia 130 1.022 31 1.031 3S 1.018 54 1.021 

WntVlrglni!l 55 1.018 9 1.017 14 1.017 32 1.0115 
Wisconsn 302 1.013 10 1.025 178 1.011 88 1.012 48 1.018 
Wyoming 42 1.04S 1 1.070 24 1.044 10 1.043 7 1.048 

-- Data not .WIlIable. 

SOURCE: U.s. Departmont 01 Education. NatIonal Cen!Ior for Education Slatiltica. Common eore of Data. 
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In theory, the unadjusted rate should be smaller than the adjusted rate (a ratio of less 
than 1.0) in states that experienced a net gain in students between 1991 and 1992. In 
actuality, ratios of less than 1.0 predominated in only three states: Florida, Louisiana, and 
South Carolina. 

Across all districts and states, the unadjusted rate produced dropout rates about 0.02 
higher than the adjusted rate. Put into percentages, an adjusted dropout rate of 5.0 percent 
would be matched by an unadjusted rate of 5.1 percent. However, the difference is higher in 
the smallest school districts, where the unadjusted rate may be almost half again (Connecticut) 
or one-third again (Arkansas) the size of the adjusted rate. Some reasons for this are that 
percentages in very small districts can be greatly influenced by changes of only a few 
students, while some districts may have reconfigured their grade distributions between 1991 
and 1992. It appears also that some districts represented alternative programs for students at 
risk of dropping from school, with open enroliment practices that make an October 1 
membership count almost meaningless. 

Districts with rate differences. If the overall differences between the two methods of 
calculating dropout rate were small, there could still be substantial numbers of individual 
districts for which the methods produced greatly disparate rates. Table 10 outlines the extent 
of difference between the two rates (adjusted and nonadjusted for grades 9-12), by state. The 
table shows the number of districts in each state for which the absolute difference between the 
two rates was 0.005. A difference of 0.005 (3.1 percent versus 3.6 or 2.6 percent, for 
example) was considered questionably large. 

A total of 8,648 districts including all of grades 9-12 reported one or more dropouts. 
Among these, 569 districts (7%) had differences of 0.005 or more between the adjusted and 
unadjusted rates. (None of these had a difference as great as .01.) In all but 14 cases, the 
unadjusted rate was larger. The only states without any districts exhibiting a difference of .05 
or more between the two rates were Delaware, Louisiana, Utah and West Virginia. 

A sample of the districts with differences of .005 or more between the adjusted and 
unadjusted rates were examined, and all appeared to fall within one of several conditions. In 
the first condition, the unadjusted rate was higher than the adjusted rate when a large 
proportion of students (10 percent or more) dropped out. For example, "District A" reported 
55 dropouts from grades 9 through 12 in 1991-92; a 1991-92 membership of 274 students, 
and a 1992-93 membership of 243. The second condition was that in which a district's 
membership size changed considerably. In "District B" the membership declined from 902 to 
24 students across those two years. It is not possible to detennine from the data which 
districts show reporting errors. However, some district names suggest that they are alternative 
education agencies, for which high dropout rates and varying year-to-year enrollments could 
be expected. 

Districts with High Grade Below 12 

Of the 12,109 districts including any of grades 7 through 12, a total of 2,350 (19%) 
ended in some grade below 12. The greatest number of such districts ended in grade 8. As 
table 11 shows, it would not be possible to compute an adjusted dropout rate for grade 7 in 
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Table 10. - - Number of districts Including grades e -12 
wI1h absolute difference of 0.005 or 
greater between adjusted and unadjusted 
dropout rates: 1991-92 school year 
(43statas reporting dlstrlct-iavel dropout 
data) 

Rate difference Is 0.005 to 0.009 
Unadjusted Unadjusted 
0.005 and 0.005 and 

gremerthan 1688 than 
adlusted edlustecl 

Total 219 2 

Alabama 0 0 
ArIzona 31 0 
Arkansas 59 0 
California 11 2 
CoIoreldo 5 0 

Connac:ticut 3 0 
De/aware 0 0 
District of Columbia 0 0 
Florida 0 0 
Idaho 16 0 

illinois 4 0 
Indiana 0 0 
Iowa 2 0 
Kansas 2 0 
louisiana 0 0 

Maine 0 0 
Mwyland 1 0 
Mauachusetta 1 0 
Michigan 15 0 
Minnesota 4 0 

Mississippi 1 0 
Missouri 4 0 
Nebraska 3 0 
Nevada 0 0 
New Jersey 7 0 

New Mexico 8 0 
North Carolina 2 0 
North Dakota 5 0 
Ohio 3 0 
Oklahoma 12 0 

Oregon 3 0 
Pt>nnsylvanla 1 0 
Rhode Island 3 0 
South Carolina 0 0 
South Dakota 2 0 

Tennessee 3 0 
Texas 6 0 
Utah 0 0 
Vermont 0 0 
Virginia 0 0 

West Virginia 0 0 
WIsconsin 1 0 
Wyoming 1 0 

SOURCE: U.S. Deparbnant of Education, National 
Center for Education Statistics, Common Core of Data. 
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Table 11. - - Number of dlstrlctlJ Including any of grades 7-12 by highest grade for which membership Is 
rel:!ortad: 1991-92 school y'6M (43 states reDOrtlna dIstrict-level droeout data) 

Number of districts 
High High High High High High 

grade grade grade grade grade grade 
Total 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Total 12,019 96 2,211 22 6 15 9,759 

Alabama 129 0 0 0 0 0 129 
Arizona 203 0 100 2 0 0 101 
Arkansas 322 0 2 0 0 1 319 
California 978 8 527 0 2 5 436 
Coloracit; 179 0 0 0 0 0 179 

Connecticut 154 0 29 1 0 0 124 
Delawme 19 0 0 0 0 0 19 
District of Columbia 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Florida 70 0 0 0 0 0 70 
Idaho 113 2 5 0 0 0 106 

illinois 937 0 406 0 1 0 530 
Indiana 301 0 1 0 0 2 298 
loWl! 405 0 43 0 0 0 362 
Kansas S04 0 1 1 0 0 302 
louisiana 70 0 0 0 0 0 70 

Mall;l;I 211 4 89 1 0 0 117 
Maryland 24 0 0 0 0 0 24 
MassachusettlJ 286 0 31 0 0 0 255 
Michigan 550 4 20 0 0 1 525 
Minnesota 361 0 23 8 1 1 328 

Mississippi 157 0 0 1 0 0 156 
Missouri 536 0 86 0 0 1 449 
Nebraska 555 62 185 0 0 2 306 
Nevada 18 0 1 0 0 0 17 
New Jersey 498 0 226 1 1 0 270 

New Mexico 92 0 0 0 0 0 92 
North Carolina 131 0 0 0 0 0 131 
North Dakota 241 6 34 0 0 0 201 
Ohio 611 1 0 0 0 0 610 
Oklahoma 558 1 120 2 0 0 435 

Oregon 272 4 87 0 1 0 180 
Pennsylvania 513 1 1 0 0 0 511 
Rhode Island 35 0 2 0 0 0 33 
South Carolina 94 0 1 0 0 0 93 
South Dakota 187 1 13 0 0 0 ~T:? 

Tennessee 132 0 9 4 0 0 :lc' 
Texas 1024 0 52 1 0 2 sea 
Utah 40 0 0 o· 0 0 40 
Vermont 134 1 68 0 0 0 65 
Virginia 133 1 1 0 0 0 131 

WQSt Virginia 56 0 0 0 0 0 56 
Wisconsin 426 0 46 0 0 0 380 
Wyoming 49 0 2 0 0 0 47 

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Common Core of Data. 
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96 districts; for grade 8 in 2,211 districts; grade 9 in 22 districts; grade 10 in 6 districts; and 
grade 11 in 15 districts. Relatively few students drop out of grades 7 and 8, so these 
conditions would not limit the use of the adjusted dropout rate as much as the numbers imply. 
However, the difficulties are not evenly distributed across states: in Arizona, California, 
Illinois, Maine, New Jersey, and Vermont almost half of the school districts would not be 
able to use an adjusted dropout rate for every grade. 
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PART 4. 1991-92 SCHOOL YEAR DROPOUTS 

Table 12 reports the number and unadjusted rates of dropouts for the 1991-92 school 
year. Across the 14 states that treated October 1 returnees and summer dropouts in agreement 
vvith the CCD standard, a total of 216,400 students dropped out of grades 9 through 12. The 
highest dropout rates across the high school grades were in Arizona (11.1 %) and the District 
of Columbia (11.5%), while the lowest rates were in Massachusetts (3.2%) and Pennsylvania 
(3.7%). 

Dropout rates varied by grade. The lowest rate was in grade 7 (less than 1 percent in 
8 of the 14 states), increasing somewhat in grade 8 (6 states with rates below 1 percent) and 
climbing in grade 9 (the lowest state rate is 2.3 percent). In grade 10, some 10 states report 
dropout rates of 5 percent or more. This was true for 11 states in grade 11 and 8 states in 
grade 12. 

Male and femoJe dropouts. Among the 40 states reporting detail about dropouts, 56 
percent of the grade 9 through 12 dropouts were male and 44 percent were female (table 13). 
These proportions were similar across the states with Arkansas as an outlier with 68 percent 
of its dropouts being male. 

RaciilVethnic group rates. Table 13 displays the numbers of students in five 
racial/ethnic groups dropping out of grades 9 through 12 as a whole. Note that the rates 
shown are the proportion of dropouts comprised by a single group, not the proportion of that 
group who are dropouts. For example, 0.3 percent of Alabama's grade 9-12 dropouts were 
American Indians, 0.4 percent were AsianlPacific Islanders, 61.2 percent wer!", black, not 
Hispanic, and so on. Within the 40 states providing detail, 1.8 percent of the grade 9-12 
dropouts were American Indians or Alaskan natives; 2.4 percent were AsianslPacific 
Islanders; 23.8 percent were black, not Hispanic; 21.2 percent were Hispanic; and 50.8 
percent were white, not Hispanic. 
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Table 12. --Numbers of dropouts and unadjUlled ctopout rat.. by gade: 1001-92 school year (14 states reporting ltandard dlafrlct-kwel aopout data) 

Grade 7 GradeS Gradel! Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 GradeaG-12 
DroPOUt Ratio DroPOUt Ratio Dro~ut Ratio Dro~ut Ratio Drol:!!:!ut Ratio Dr~ut Ratio Dropout Ratio 

Arizona 1,029 0.0321 1,814 0.0340 5,011 0.1005 4,584 0.1037 4,155 0.1080 4,854 0.1353 18,584 0.1105 
Arkanaas 311 0.0088 1117 0.0177 897 0.0234 1,308 0.0411 1,516 0.0513 1,268 0.0458 4,989 0.0406 
CaliforniA 4,854 0.0124 5,550 0.0154 16,714 0.0410 22,007 0.0580 18,534 0.0559 15,837 0.0587 72,892 0.0527 
Dllfr-=t of Columbit 2411 0.0432 222 0.0423 495 0.09411 733 0.1275 549 0.1287 400 0.1110 2,177 0.1152 
Mallachuaetts 110 0.0018 203 0.0034 1,933 0.0305 2,192 0.0371 2,111 0.0376 1,282 0.0238 7,518 0.0323 

MIlsilllippl 6811 0.0163 766 0.0198 2,177 0.0533 2,029 0.0595 1,C45 0.0547 1,154 0.0438 7,005 0.0533 
Missol.!'i 247 0.0038 337 0.0054 3,582 0.0529 4,122 0.07011 3,794 0.0700 2,64e 0.0535 14,127 0.00111 
Nebraska 54 0.0025 85 0.0041 494 0.0233 731 0.0375 823 0.04211 773 0.04211 2,821 0.03C2 
Nevada 601 0.0389 888 0.0021 1,249 0.0958 1,501 0.1334 4,239 0.0784 
NewMexlco 575 0.0248 640 0.0286 1,761 0.0715 1,845 0.0837 1,533 0.0794 1,094 0.0050 11,233 0.0753 

Oregon 235 O.ooeo 299 0.00711 1,448 0.0371 1,931 0.0533 2,313 0.06ll2 2,550 0.0841 8,240 0.05Q3 
PennsYMlOia 105 0.0008 301 0.0024 4,391 0.0322 4,805 0.0400 4,731 0.0418 3,751 0.0350 17,11711 0.0371 
Rhode Island 21 0.0020 43 0.0043 501 0.0487 585 0.0575 441 O.OSOll 309 0.0375 1,8111 0.0434 
Texas 2,060 0.0077 3,522 0.0140 16,138 0.0568 12,582 0.0554 10,260 0.0514 9,100 0.0514 48,080 0.0541 

- - Data not available. 

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center tot Education Statilltics, Common Core of Dala. 



Table 13.--Sexancl racial/ethnic status of combined grade 9-12 dropouts reported as percent of all 
droPOUta: 1991-92 schoollleaJ' (40 stmes rel20rtlng detailed district-level drol2Qut data) 

Grade 9-12 drol2olJis, l2ercent who were: 
American 

Indian! Black, While, 
Alaskan Asian not not 

Male Female native Pacific Hiseanic HisEanlc Hls~an!c 

Total 56.1 43.9 1.8 2.4 23.8 21.2 50.8 

Alabama 56.7 43.3 0.3 0.4 61.2 0.3 37.8 
ArIzona 54.5 45.5 11.6 1.3 5.4 35.4 46.3 
Arkansas 68.2 31.8 0.3 0.7 31.6 0.7 66.7 
California 54.6 45.4 1.0 7.1 13.7 50.7 27.4 
Colorado 55.3 44.7 1.9 2.9 9.2 30.5 55.5 

Connecticut 55.1 44.9 0.2 1.9 21.4 25.9 50.6 
Delaware 57.7 42.3 0.3 1.6 40.3 5.5 52.3 
District of CoIumbka 51.3 48.7 0.1 1.5 91.4 5.7 1.3 
Aorida 58.9 41.1 0.2 0.9 33.1 16.6 49.2 
illinois 55.4 44.6 0.2 1.5 37.2 18.6 42.5 

Indiana 56.0 44.0 0.2 0.2 16.1 2.8 80.7 
Iowa 54.9 45.1 1.0 2.8 8.5 3.0 84.8 
Kansas 56.0 44.0 1.8 1.7 12.8 9.1 74.6 
louisiana 54.1 45.9 0.8 1.6 58.9 1.5 37.3 
Maine 56.2 43.8 0.7 1.4 0.8 0.1 96.e 

Maryland 57.2 42.8 0.2 1.4 55.8 2.4 40.2 
Massac:husetla 57.0 43.0 0.3 3.8 14.7 19.7 61.5 
Minnesota 56.4 43.6 5.9 4.2 13.5 4.0 72.4 
Mississippi 57.7 42.3 0.6 0.5 55.1 0.1 43.7 
Missouri 55.7 44.3 0.2 0.8 24.3 0.8 73.9 

Nebraska 54.8 45.2 3.9 2.0 9.9 7.4 76.9 
Nevada 52.8 47.2 2.7 3.6 11.1 18.3 64.3 
New Jersey 55.4 44.6 0.5 2.5 31.1 25.1 40.8 
New Mexico 53.8 46.2 12.1 0.9 2.7 50.5 33.8 
North Carolina 57.7 42.3 3.2 0.5 36.1 0.8 59.3 

North Dakota 59.4 40.6 35.1 1.0 0.3 1.8 61.9 
Ohio 59.2 40.8 0.2 0.6 17.5 2.3 79.4 
Oklahoma 53.3 46.7 12.0 0.6 10.4 4.2 72.9 
Oregon 54.8 45.2 2.8 2.2 4.7 8.8 81.5 
Pennsylvania 56.1 43.9 0.2 1.6 31.7 7.8 58.7 

Rhode Island 60.6 39.4 0.1 2.7 9.7 15.4 12.1 
South Carolina 60.2 39.8 0.3 0.1 46.8 0.4 52.4 
South Dakota 53.6 46.4 45.1 0.3 0.9 1.1 52.6 
Tennessee 57.7 42.3 0.1 0.5 22.7 0.3 76.4 
TeXllS 54.8 45.2 0.2 1.6 17.6 46.4 34.2 

Utah 55.1 44.9 3.4 1.8 1.0 1i.6 82.2 
Virginia 58.9 41.1 0.4 2.5 33.9 4.3 58.9 
West Virginia 56.2 43.8 0.1 0.1 3.4 0.1 96.2 
Wisconsin 59.3 40.7 2.1 1.3 32.9 7.3 56.4 
V!yoml!!fj 55.3 44.7 7.3 0.5 1.5 12.3 18.4 

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, Nalioll8l Center for Education Statistics, Common Core of Data. 
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PART 5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The first year's dropout data are not completely comparable from state to state, but 
they do provide an important statistic and they reflect the work of many states to support a 
nationally uniform count. NCES will report data for those states that adhered to the CCD 
definition and reporting standards. 

Steps Toward Future Collections 

All but two or three states are expected to participate in the CCD dropout collection 
by 1994~95. In anticipation of this, NCES will consider the following activities: 

1. Establish a task force of states to determine how consistency can be 
achieved in reporting end-of-year and October 1 re-enrolling students 
(systemic biases). Particular attention should be paid to the role of 
individual student record systems, which can allow data to be recorded in a 
variety of ways while still producing report.s consistent with the CCD. The 
problem of record systems that do not allow student information to be 
continued across school years should also be examined. 

2. Continue to work with states to achieve consistency in the year and grade 
to which summer dropouts are attributed, how adult and secondary 
education GED students are categorized, whether 12th grade completers 
who do not graduate are dropouts, and how cut-off dates are implemented. 
These are considered "superficial" biases because their correction should not 
require systemic changes in a state's reporting system. 

3. Poll states to determine the impact of counting students who move to adult 
education GED programs as transfers if the district tracks these students for the 
remainder of the school year, and reports those who drop out of the GED program 
in this time as dropouts. 

4. Collect information from states that use individual record systems or have 
some other means of providing detailed student information that can 
quantify the effects of the systemic and superficial biases described above. 
It may be possible to impute or statistically adjust nonstandard COWltS. 

5. Report dropouts using an unadjusted rate. The differences between the adjusted 
and unadjusted rates do not outweigh the difficulties of the adjusted rate, 
particularly the problem of not being able to use it for all grades or for all districts. 
The unadjusted rate is simple to calculate and easy to explain. 

Although this report has focused on differences among state reporting practices, and 
difficulties in adopting the standard CCD definition, the accomplishments of this first year 
should not be overlooked. More than 9,000 school districts in 43 states put in place and 
reported a complex dropout statistic, one that enforced precise rules for determining whether a 
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student was to be counted as a dropout and required tracking students across school districts 
and school years. Almost all states anticipate that they will be reporting in agreement with 
the standard definition by the 1994-95 school year. There is high likelihood that this valuable 
stat~stic will be available to guide policy in the near future. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF DROPOUT STATISTIC REVIEW TASK FORCE 

Report to the National Forum on Education Statistics 

July 26, 1993 
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Committee Cbarge 

Review the NCBS dropout formula and report to the Forum on this subject at the July 
26-28 meeting. 

Background 

At the January 1993 meeting of the National Forum on Education Statistics, CaIYn 
Shoemaker of the Arizona Department of Education presented a paper raising various 
concerns about the dropout statistic proposed for use by NCES. In response, the Forum 
approved a resolution calling upon the Steering Committee to establish a Task Force on this 
issue which would report to the Forum at its July 26-28, 1993 meeting. 

The Dropout Statistic Review Task Force was established with representatives from 
ten states, the District of Columbia, and NCES. Judy Burnes of Colorado served as chair for 
the group. In addition, NCES contracted with Glynn Ligon. of Evaluation Software Publishing, 
Inc. to conduct analyses and simulations of proposed solutions to the problems identified. 

The Dropout Task Force met for the first time in Atlanta on April 16-17, 1993. At this 
meeting, issues and problems were discussed and a proposal developed to analyze three 
alternative definitions of dropouts (formula numerator) and six alternative definitions of the 
membership base (formula denominator). At its second meeting in Washington D.C. on June 
28-29, 1993, the Task Force reviewed the results of Dr. Ligon's work and developed the 
following recommendations regarding the dropout statistic. 

Recommendations 

Numerator. The Task Force recommends that the following definition be used as the 
numerator for the dropout formula. 

A dropout is an individual who: 

(1) (a) Was enrolled at the end of the previous school team, (e.g., 1990-91) or 

(b) Was enrolled at any time during the current school tenn (e.g. 1991-92); 

(2) Was not enrolled on October I of the following school teon (e.g. October It 1992); 

(3) Has not graduated from high school or completed a state or district-approved 
educational program; and 

(4) Does not meet any of the following exclusionary conditions: 

(a) Tnmsfer to another public school districts private school, or state- or 
district-approved education program, 
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(b) Temponuy absence due to suspension or school approved illness, or 

(c) Death. 

Both the current NCES definition and the proposed definition allow the current year 
dropout count to be adjusted to exclude or delete students who returned and who are in school 
the following October. The proposed definition differs from the current NCBS definition in 
only one respect: it allows the October adjustment for both students who drop out during the 
summer preceding the current school year (summer dropouts) and for students who drop out 
during the current school term (school year dropouts). In the original NeES definition, the 
following October adjustment was allowed only for students who drop out during the current 
school year; it was not allowed for students who drop out during the summer preceding the 
current school year. (This distinction was made by NCES in order to prevent the possibility of 
a student missing an entire year and still not being called a dropout because he/she returned 
the following October.) 

The major arguments in support of the Task Force proposal are: 

• The proposal allows for the retrieval of both summer and school year dropouts; 
i.e., it treats all dropouts the same way. Task Force members felt that this would 
reduce data burden. 

• It continues the October adjustment process. (For states that have already 
implemented the NCES system, eliminating the adjustment process would result in 
increased dropout rates which would create political problems in the state.) 

• It allows time for record transfer requests to clear before a student is declared a 
dropout. 

• It does not call a student a dropout who has returned to school the following 
October 1. 

Denominator. The Task Force recommends that the following definition be used as 
the denominator for the dropout formula. 

NCES should base the CCD dropout rate on the October 1, Fall 1 membership 
count for now; and should add to ern die capacity to separate 'no shows" 
(students wbo fail to enroll at file beginning of the cOlTent year tenn) from 
regular tenn dropouts in order to include in the membership base those students 
expected to enroll who failed to do go. 

The proposed definition differs substantially from the current NCES definition in that 
it makes no attempt to adjust for increasing and decreasing enrollment or migration. The 
Task Force recommends that NCES add the capacity to separate summer and regular year 
dropouts at the next redesign of the CCD. 
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The major argume!<ts in support of the Task Force proposal are: 

o The October 1 membership count is comparable among states and contains a 
minimum amount of duplication between reporting entities. 

.. The data for the membership base are alr~ady a part of the CCD system. 

.. This count is easy to explain to the public. 

.. None of the currently a:vailable alternatives adequately adjusts for the impact of 
various types of mobility. 

Impact of student movement on dropout rates 

The Task Force spent a considerable amount of time discussing the impact of student 
movement on dropout rates. Three types of mobility were identified: (1) long-tenn increasing 
and decreasing enrollment; (2) children from migrant families, whose mobility is reasonably 
predictable from year to year; and (3) other mobility, including that created by choice 
programs and the (largely urban) mobility or moving around that some referred to as 
"Brownian motion". The impact of this mobility is to inflate or deflate dropout rates in a way 
that depends upon the specific characteristics of each particular situation. For example, 
dropout rates may be significantly inflated in high mobility situations where there are students 
counted (in the numerator) as dropouts who are not represented in membership (in the 
denominator). 

After examining several alternative methods for addressing mobility using existing 
data, the Task Force finally decided that none of them was really adequate to deal with this 
problem. In attempting to adjust for one aspect of a situation, each alternative formula 
created problems for another situation. For example, some of the formulas attempt to deal 
with mobility by adding the dropouts back into the denominator. While this approach may 
help in some situations, it will also create distortion in other situations because some students 
will be counted more than once in the denominator. The Task Force also considered using a 
cumulative enrollment count approach, which may provide the best method for dealing with 
mobility problems. However, for several states, this approach would impose a large increase 
in data burden. Therefore, this approach was not considered politically realistic at this time. 

After considerable debate, the Task Force finally decided that no formula that relies on 
avaUable data provides an adequate adjustment for mobility. Therefore, the Task Force 
recommendation is to use the fall membership count as the membership base for the 
denominator. 
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Other Recommendations 

1. Reponing 1991-92 Dropout Data. There was considerable confusion about the October 
adjustment aspect of the NCES dropout definition during the 1991-92 reporting period. 
Therefore, the 1991-92 data will not be comparable by state. 

The Task Force recommends that all published 1991-92 data be footnoted to indicate 
which states have provided data according to the definition. 

2. Instructions. 

The Task Force recommends that the Dropout Statistic Collector's Handbook be updated 
to include a clear definition and examples of the dropout definition and clarification of the 
membership base to be used in calculating the dropout rate. 

3. The Future. 

The Task Force recommends that, in the next ern redesign, the inclusion of die dropout 
statistic be reconsidered in light of issues of accuracy, bunlen, ability to deal with 
mobility problems, and usefulness of the data. 

The Task Force discussed whether the dropout statistic should be included in the cen, 
particularly in light of the shift in standards-based education from grade-based systems to 
performance-based systems, the increasing use of year~round schools, problems created by 
retention in grade, problems of obtaining out of state records requests, and the use of various 
high school completion criteria and certificates/diplomas. 

Response to Dropout Siatistic Review Task Force Recommendauons 

In July. 1993 the Dropout Statistic Review Task Force presented a thoughtful set of 
recommendations about the CCD definition to the National Forum on Education Statistics. 
This report was accepted and passed on to NCES. The preceding section illustrates that 
Center has acted on several of these, and is considering others. 

Unadjusted rates. The Task Force recommended that NCES compute a dropout rate 
using the October membership cOlmt of the dropout year as a denominator. The argument 
was that a completely unadjusted rate would be easier to explain than the proposed 
adjustment (the average of October membership counts over the dropout year and the 
reporting year, plus the dropouts), which could not compensate entirely for the effects of 
student mobility. 

NCES compared the rates for the first year's dropout data As the rates did not differ 
substantially, only the unadjusted rate will be published in the future. 
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Two summers. The CCD dropout definition counts students who fail to enroll by 
October 1 as dropouts. This allows a student 365 days in which to drop out -- from October 
1 through the following September 30. The Dropout Statistic Review Task Force 
recommended that an additional summer be added to this 365 days, so that a student who 
drops out during this first summer has until October of the following year -- operationally, 
366 days -- to return. 

The change would equalize eomewhat the opportunity to recapture summer versus 
regular year dropouts: in the current definition, those who drop out one day before October 1 
are just as much dropouts as those who drop out 360 days earlier. However, there are three 
problems in the proposed change. The first difficulty is concern that the dropout statistic 
would be taken less seriously if a student were able to miss an entire year of school without 
being counted as a dropout; for example, completing the 1990-91 year and not re-enrolling 
until the fall of 1992. The second problem is that the current CCD dropout count is tied to 
the membership count: both are conducted annually, and give a once-every-365-days 
observation. If the dropout determination took into account two summers, the reporting 
periods for dropouts and students in membership would not be the same. Finally, it is likely 
that tracking students over four reporting periods would be more difficult than following them 
9.cross three years, and could introduce additional reporting error. 

Because of these problems, NCBS will not change the dropout statistic's collection 
year, but will retain the October 1 -- September 30 year. 

Separating SU1tl1tle1' dropouts. The Task Force recommended that NCBS add to the 
CCD the capacity to report students who drop out during the school year separately from 
those who complete a year and fail to re-enroll in the next year. Thus it would be possible to 
add these "no show" students to the membership for the year in which they were expected. 

This change v,·ould ensure that students who complete a year of school but do not 
enroll again the following year were considered in the denominator for the year in which they 
appeared as dropouts. However, separate summer and regular school year reporting are not 
an option under the existing CCD system, and would double the amount of information 
districts are asked to report. More and more states are adopting individual student record 
systems from which statistical data can be abstracted for reporting purposes. NCBS 
encourages the development of these individual record systems and the automation of state 
record keeping and reporting procedures. As such systems are established, it will be possible 
to separate summer from regular year dropouts with little additional reporting burden on states 
and school districts. 

Footnoting 1991-92 differences. The Task Force recommended that NCBS published 
reports footnote state differences in applying the dropout definition, particularly in the 
treatment of October re-enrollments. NCBS agrees that this is an important distinction, and 
reported only those states that followed the CCD standard in treating summer dropouts and 
end of year or next year returnees. 

Instructions. As recommended by the Task Force, NCBS updated the instructions 
included in the Dropout Statistic Collector's Handbook, soliciting comment from the CCD or 
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dropout coordinator in every state. These were made available to SEAs for distribution in 
March, 1994. 

Future decisions. The Task Force questioned whether the dropout statistic would be 
relevant in the future, as trends develop toward more year-round schools and standards-based 
rather than grade-based systems. The Task Force also questioned whether problems such as 
tracking out-of-state transcript requests, students who were retained in grade, and the variety 
of high school completion credentials in different states would make the statistic more 
difficult to collect than it is worth. 

State participation in the dropout statistic does not suggest at this time that the statistic 
is of little value or too difficult to collect. However, the factors of usefulness, feasibility and 
burden will be considered in future approvals of the CCD. 
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APPENDIX B. DROPOUT REPoRTING INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
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__________________ ,Smte _________ .Dare(s) 
______________________ Cmler 

State 1991-92 Dropout Statistic Telephone Interviews 

Thank you for efforts to report dropout data on this year's CCD. It's a new and important 
statistic; we want to be sure we can document the uniformity of the count across states. This 
phone call is to confirm the data you reported, and the procedures that were used to define 
and report dropouts. 

@ Do you want to refer me to someone else in your agency for dropout reporting 
information? 

name phone 

@ I have seven general questions about how your state decided which students would be 
reported as dropouts. In some cases I will ask you to confirm information you gave earlier, 
so please be patient. 

1) Your 1992-93 CCD agency survey did not report: 

Is there a law or policy prohibiting you from reporting this detail? 

_Y _N Why missing? 

2) Do you use the same definition and procedures for the CCD dropout report as you do for 
your state reports? 

_Y _N (Differences; drop> how many days?) 

3) How did you report summer dropouts, that is, students who completed the 1990-91 school 
year but did not show up for school at the beginning of the 1991-92 school year? 

i. Are these students counted as dropouts from the year they completed (1990-91) or 
the year for _Y _N which they did not return (1991-92?) 
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ii. Are these students counted as dropouts from the grade they completed in 1990-91 
or the grade _Y _N for which they did not return in 1991-92? 

iii. What was the actual cut-off date used to determine that a student who .did not 
return to school in the fall was a dropout? That is, a "no show" was a dropout if he or she 
was not enrolled by: 

________ (date). 

iv. On the last point, was a dropout's status changed if you determined that he or she 
had actually _Y _N enrolled shortly thereafter, say, two weeks after the cut-off date? 

4) On the subject of students who dropped out during the regular school year: 

i. How did you classify students who dropped out during 1991-92 but re-enrolled 
before the end of that school year? 

__ Dropout 

__ Continuing 

ii. In your report for the 1991-92.school year, how did you classify students who 
dropped out and did not return by the end of the 1991-92 school year but did re-enroll at the 
beginning of the next school year? 
__ Dropout 1991-92 

__ Continuing 

5) The CCD set October 1. 1992 as the cut-off date for deciding whether a student who had 
been enrolled in 1991-92 was a dropout. 

i. Did you use October 1, or some other date (specify), as a cut-off date? 
__ Oct 1 

____ Other Date 

ii. If you did use a cut-off date, did you literally freeze your records on that day, or 
continue to accept corrections? For example, how would you have reported a student 
who was missing with no further information on (cut-off date) if you got a transcript 
request a month later that showed he had enrolled in another district at the beginning 
of the school year? 

__ Freeze 

__ Other: ______________ . ______________ _ 
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6) How did you report students who did not complete high school, but moved from the 
regular school program to some other form of education or training? More specificaUy, are 
the following cases reported as dropouts or continuing students? (Code tiD" or '{;".) 

__ i. Transfer to an alternative school or program run by the local schools. 

__ ii. Transfer to a GED preparatory program ~ffered as adult education by an 
LEA or a vocational/technical school. 

__ iii. Transfer to a GED preparatory program offered as a secondary program 
(usually these cases are reimbursable under the state's minimum foundation program) 

__ iv. Early completion of high school requirements and transfer to postsecondary 
program before the award of a high school diploma 

__ iv. Enrollment in Job Corps. 

7) Does your state award or recognize any high school completion credential other than the 
regular high school diploma and the GED-based equivalency diploma? 

_Y _N (if Yes, 
what?) _________________________ _ 

i. Do you classify students who complete the 12th grade and who leave school 
without receiving a diploma as: 

__ Completers? 

__ Dropouts? 
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AwENDlX C. TEcHNICAL NOTE ON RATE ~TIMATFS AND DETAn.ED TABLES 
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Calculating Rates, and Estimating Effects of Improperly Reponed __ 
Summer Dropouts and Students Re-enrolling October 1 

Calculating Adjusted Dropout Rates 

The adjusted rate was calculated for each grade by averaging membership across two 
years and adding the dropouts to this average. The denominator of the adjusted rate was: 

[Y1GI membership + Y2G2 membership/2] + Y1G1 dropouts 

where Y1 is the year of interest, Gl is the grade of interest, and Y2 and G2 are the 
subseqmmt year and grade. 

Summer Dropouts 

Summer dropouts, students who completed one school year but did not re-enroll for 
the subsequent year, were supposed to be counted as dropouts for the year and grade for 
which they failed to enroll. A number of states counted these students as dropouts from the 
year and grade they had completed. 

Misallocating summer dropouts who had been promoted to the next grade could bias 
grade-level dropout rates. (Dropouts who were not promoted would not bias grade rates, but 
would affect annual rates to the extent that these changed from one year to the next.) The 
1989 dropout field test had reported the number of students dropping out during the school 
year and over the summer. Although this field test did not use a representative sample of 
school district, the proportions of summer dropouts reported in that study were considered 
adequate to generate estimates of the bias in accounting summer dropouts to the wrong grade. 
The estimates presented here do not include ungraded students in the membership counts 
(denominators) for the rates. 

Table C-1 computes dropout estimates for misallocating summer dropouts, using data 
from the 14 states that reported dropouts correctly. Thus the "0 Percentll column represents 
the true dropout rate. The dropout rate for a grade was estimated by assuming that summer 
dropouts for a grade were attribute':! to the prior grade. Regular year dropouts were attributed 
to the grade reported. For example, the "100 Percent" rate for grade 7 is based on 54 percent 
of the reported grade 7 dropouts (the estimated proportion of dropouts who had left during the 
regular school year) and 41 percent of the dropouts for grade 8 (the estimated proportion of 
grade 8 dropouts who had failed to re-enroll after completing grade 7 in the previous year). 
This procedures backs the grade 8 summer dropouts into grade 7; and allocates the grade 7 
summer dropouts to grade 6 (with the result that they do not appear in the calculations). The 
denominator for the grade 7 rate is the grade 7 membership. 
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Table C-l.--Estimated rates with 0, 50, and 100 percent of summer dropouts accounted to prior grade 

Rates. summer to prior grade: 

Proportion 
Grade Dropouts School Year Membership 0% 50% 100% 

7 10,938 0.54 1.021,570 1.1 1.1 1.1 

8 14,201 0.59 971,087 1.5 1.7 2.1 

9 56,121 0.79 1,169,217 4.8 4.6 4.5 

10 60,305 0.87 1.033,006 5.8 5.8 5.7 

11 53,654 0.39 925,569 5.8 6.1 6.3 

12 46,324 0.78 908,138 5.1 4.5 4.0 

October 1 Retumers 

Students who were enrolled on October 1 were not to be counted as dropouts 
regardless of their status during the prior school year. Some states did not follow this 
reporting practice, but instead counted as dropouts those regular school year dropouts who re
enrolled by October 1 of the next year. Anecdotal reports from SEA personnel working with 
dropout statistics suggested that up to 25 percent of dropouts may re-enroll at the beginning 
of the next school year. This proportion was applied to the proportions of regular year 
dropouts shown in table C-l in estimating the bias introduced when October 1 returners are 
counted as dropouts. For example, the inflated grade 7 rate increases 54 percent of grade 7 
dropouts by 4/3 (those who dropped out during the regular year) and adds them to the 46 
percent assumed to be summer dropouts. The analysis used data from the 14 states reporting 
acceptably. Table C-2 shows the results. 

Table C-2.--Dropout rates with 0 and 25 percent of dropouts estimated to be incorrectly reported 
October 1 returners 

Rateltl, returners reported incorrectly 

Grade Dropouts Membershi' 0% 25% 

7 10,938 1,021,570 1.1 1.3 

8 14,201 971,081 1.5 1.8 

9 56,121 1,169,217 4.8 6.0 

10 60,305 1,033,006 5.8 7.5 

11 53,654 925,569 5.8 7.5 

12 46,324 908.138 5.1 6.4 
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Detail Tables on Dropout COW1(s and Rates 

Table C-3 shows the number of students in membership and dropping out in 1991-92 
for each of grades 7 through 12, by state. Because of the variation in how states applied the 
CCD definition, dropout rates should not be compared between the 14 standard states and 
other states; or among the 29 nonstandard states. 

Table C-4 shows the adjusted and unadjusted rates by 1991-92 membership size for 
each state. This is the source of table 9, discussed in the text of the report. 
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Table C3.--Mamberahlp and nt.mbara and unadjusted Rllios 0/ dropoLis by grade: 1!IV1-112 echool yaar (43I11otDS reporting dlstrlct-1eYaI dropolA data) 

Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Gmdel0 Gredal1 Gmde12 Gmd""g-12 
Mllmber- Mnmbar- Mambar- MlImblOl'- Membll'- Mambar- Mombw-

ih!e D!!lI!otJ Ratio 1!Jle D!QQQIJ Rello ahIo D!!lI!oLt Relic IhIP D!!lI!!1Lt Rslo ahIp D!!lI!otJ Rrtlc ohio D!!lI!!1Lt RSio ship D!!lI!!1Lt Rslc 

Alabama 60,705 447 0.0074 56,454 884 0.0157 01,624 4,001 0.()65g 49,727 3,389 o.oon 48,238 2,1122 0.0032 42,318 1.701 0.0402 lQQ,907 12,053 0.0003 
ArIzona 5O,n2 1,829 0.0321 017,448 1,lS101 0.0340 oI9,65Q 5,011 0.1005 44,023 4,564 0.1037 35,473 4,155 0.1080 35,872 ",354 0.1353 188,227 18,584 0.1105 
Arkansas 35,048 311 0.0006 34,766 017 O.Oln 33,1125 897 0.1l2!I4 31,793 1,308 0.00111 2Ii,560 1,5111 0.0513 27,714 I,2!!/) 0.00158 123,012 4,1180 0.00I00 
Callfomla 375,955 4,354 0.0124 300,336 5,550 0.015<4 407,221 18,714 0.0410 :':~,1e2 22.007 0.0560 331,1150 18,534 0.055Q 2118,314 15,837 0.0567 1,384,347 72,892 0.0527 
Colorado 44,981 118 0.002II 42,481 184 0.0043 44,488 1,1122 0.00132 4O,1QII 2,822 0.00II2 38,285 3,243 0.0847 33,214 2,111 0.0030 156,783 10,OQS 0.0044 

ConncaCut 35,051 310 0.0088 33,444 340 0.0102 35,700 1 ,no 0.0405 32,262 1,831 0.0500 30,420 1,454 0.00178 28,839 1,0711 0.0378 127,024 5,931 0.001II7 
Delaware 8,181 10 0.0012 1,523 2Ii 0.0039 8,0112 360 0.0445 1,372 318 0.0421i 11,231 248 0.03Q8 5,g(JQ 181 0.0304 27,88! 1,105 0.()3g9 
DloIrbt of Columba 5,100 240 0.00132 5,249 222 0.00123 5,218 495 0.()g.4g 5,751 733 0.1275 4,333 SoIQ 0.12111 3,1102 400 0.1110 111,904 2,ln 0.1152 
Flori:la 144,351 184 0.0013 134,914 138 0.0055 151,373 5,956 O.03Ii3 134,552 8,793 0.0505 116,110 5,191 0.0445 go,a72 4,001 0.0401 502,507 22,007 0.0438 
Idaho 18,571 11,825 17,Il4O 1,240 O.oogs 111,II!IV 1,1112 0.1073 15,172 1,678 0.1100 14,340 1,542 0.1075 114,157 11,256 0.0Q75 

""no. 140,734 497 0.0035 132,148 831 0.0083 145,281 lI,m 0.0433 133,012 0,467 0.0037 120,055 8,021 O.ooee 1011,160 11,293 0.0578 501,514 2Ii,071 0.0573 
Indllll'lll 111,5n 126 0.00111 101,351 345 0.0040 60,358 3,(146 0.0454 eg,lIIi9 3,303 0.00183 115,383 3,31i8 0.0520 111,020 2,513 0.0412 276.448 12.1122 0.001II7 
lowe 3;,502 13 0.0003 35,1114 38 0.0010 31,533 egg 0.0240 34,808 1,118 0.0321 34,080 1,453 0.0426 32,388 1,261 0.()38g 138,813 4,131 0.0341 
Kansas 33,760 se 0.0011 32,284 11 0.0022 34,014 1,18Q 0.0349 '30,588 1,500 0.0403 28,265 1,524 0.053Q 26,033 1,390 0.0534 118,040 5,6OQ 0.0472 
louisiana 114,188 1,075 0.0167 56,144 1,384 0.0240 114,701 2,884 0.00148 52,851 2,394 0.0455 45,007 2,221 0.00193 39,420 1,433 0.0364 201,785 8,932 0.0443 

MaiM 111,200 II 0.0004 15,682 111 0.0010 15,0114 351 0.0233 13,ge1 438 0.0313 13,420 4e2 0.0344 13,029 414 0.0318 55,5011 l,eBS 0.0300 
MarylSld 55,311 357 0.0085 51,412 52Ii 0.0103 57,0101 3,1160 0.0045 011,734 2,354 0.0556 43,1148 2,056 0.00178 41,348 2,193 0.0530 1119,744 10,613 0.055Q 
Maasachusal1a 111,855 110 0.0018 59,5IIQ 203 0.0034 83,335 1,933 0.0305 59,045 2,1112 0.0311 56,0112 2,111 0.03711 53,S164 1,282 0.0238 232,438 1,518 0.0323 
MChlgen 120,588 111,185 128,231 8,0110 0.0056 1011,188 5,184 0.0521 101,159 5,52Ii 0.0543 93,305 3,333 0.0357 433,081 23,056 0.0532 
Mlnnesda 50,700 2Ii5 0.0058 48,573 373 o.oon 49,7111 1,301 0.02e3 41,889 2,361 0.0495 40,035 2,889 0.0560 44,062 2,155 0.0025 187,541 9,0112 0.0485 

Mlsslnlppl 42,183 88Q 0.0183 38,1183 788 0.0198 40,879 2,ln 0.0533 34,124 ~02Q O.osgs 30,052 1,845 0.0541 26,480 1,154 0.04311 131,535 1,005 0.0533 

0\ MIssouri 85,443 241 0.0036 82,~ 331 0.0054 117,304 3,562 0.052Ii se,404 4,122 0.01015 54,179 3,794 0.0700 019,527 2,1149 0.0535 22Ii,414 14,127 0.00111 

Vl Nabmska 21,264 54 0.0025 20,491 85 0.00011 21,2311 494 0.0233 19,481 131 0.0375 111,163 823 0.00I21i 18,023 n3 0.00I2Ii n,9Oe 2,621 0.0362 
NIMIM 16,020 15,231 15,451 601 0.()38g 14,200 888 0.0621 13,043 1,249 O.OIise 11,252 1,501 0.1334 54,03G 4,239 0.07801 
N_JallllY !I3,14~ 318 0.0045 1~,288 3n 0.0040 85,345 2,848 0.0334 17,114 2,<101 0.030Q 73,1135 2,<435 0.= 10,982 1,1123 0.0271 301,9711 11,601 0.0312 

~M9lCbo 23,221 575 0.0248 22,388 040 0.0280 24,621 1,15' 0.0115 22,035 1,845 0.0831 111,300 1,533 0.0794 111,820 I,OIi4 0.0050 82,ntJ 11,233 0.0753 
North Carolina 84,403 340 0.0040 81,sel 1143 0.01111 00,427 5,1172 0.0027 n,oIQ8 4,856 0.0627 119,9115 3,491 O.OoIQQ 801,074 1,88Q 0.()2gs 301,S164 15,goa 0.0527 
NorthDalu:ia 9,260 3 0.0003 9,079 12 0.0013 9,093 82 O.OOQO 8,501 179 0.0211 8,2011 181 0.0228 1,879 182 0.0231 33,11711 1130 0.0167 
OhIo 1<10,042 881 0.0003 131,083 1,1015 0.0084 144,1HI3 01,982 0.03401 124,949 4,911 0.03Q3 118,212 5,161 0.0438 112,0Ii4 5,833 0.0520 500,218 20,901 0.0418 
Oklahoma 44,521 352 0.0079 42,1112 467 O.Olog 44,0111 1,1151 0.0314 40,057 1,910 U.0478 35,490 1,882 0.0488 35,1178 1,202 0.0331 155,311S 11.431 0.0414 

ONgon 39,312 235 0.0060 31,953 2(ig 0.0079 38,1I4e 1,440 0.0371 36,251 1,931 0.0533 33,432 2,313 0.00II2 30,3111 2,550 0.0841 138,945 8,240 O.OSOO 
Pamsylvanla 128,848 105 0.0008 123,347 301 0.0024 138,2112 4,391 0.0322 120,1111 4,805 0.0400 113,OIi4 4,131 0.0418 101,2118 3,152 0.0350 4711,7118 17,11711 0.0371 
RhodalSlland 10,510 21 0.0020 10,033 43 0.0043 10,728 501 0.048i' 9,831 ses 0.0575 8,708 441 0.0500 8,231 30SI 0.0375 31,oIQ8 1,8111 0.0484 
~hCarolha 51,328 107 0.0021 41,205 270 0.0057 54,796 1,932 0.0353 43,80!1 1,583 0.035e 37,213 1160 0.02e3 34,829 573 om 115 170,500 5,048 0.02911 
SNhDakaa 9,985 40 0.0040 9,521 44 0.0040 9,241 371 0.0401 9,320 436 0.00188 6,752 430 0.00191 8,1127 310 0.03SQ 35,1I4e 1,547 0.0430 

T_ 80,e83 676 0.0102 82,804 1112 0.0126 10,l1li7 3,411 0.0484 60,220 3,1151 0.0000 54,579 3,251 0.05Q6 019,911 3,116 0.0038 235,437 13,oIQ5 0.0573 

Taxas 268,1102 2,060 O.DOn 251,003 3,522 0.0140 284,1144 111,138 0.05116 227,249 12,582 0.0554 1911,538 10,260 0.05101 117,194 11,100 0.0514 888,1125 48,080 0.05<41 

lJteh 31,411 45 0.0012 33,822 84 0.0025 35,727 2111 0.0060 33,&35 1175 O.OIQQ 3O,41!4 gog 0.0328 28,1!1i1 1,2511 0.00148 128,275 3,140 0.0245 
Vannort 4,QSl 111 0.0032 4,1130 21 0.0045 6,1124 215 0.0325 6,082 238 0.03Q1 5,7114 335 0.0561 5,sn 272 0.00188 24,0011 1,060 0.0441 
~rglnla n,527 401 0.0052 711,988 !130 0.0108 79,1141 3,Q5S 0.0491 70,729 3,361 0.00175 114,1911 2,ell8 0.0420 62,9110 2,312 0.0361 m,ses 12,326 0.04401 

Wast Virginia 26,131 62 0.0024 26,308 211 0.0082 27,283 193 0.0291 24,123 1,104 0.0441 23,443 1,031 0.0440 22,079 111 0.0325 91,508 3,845 0.03101 
WlEandn 60,155 51 0.0008 58,038 43 0.0007 83,140 1,:200 0.0188 se,256 1,248 0.0214 57,072 1,1127 0.0285 53,gog 2,9Oe 0.0539 232,979 8,081 0.0300 

Wyoml~ 8,055 11 0.0014 1,457 24 0.0032 1,448 251 0.0345 7,248 436 0.0002 11,788 442 0.0851 6,381 334 0.Cl523 21,1183 1,489 0.0527 

--Data not avalbbka. 

SOURCE: U.s. Department d.Edu;:stlon, NatIonal Centlit' lorEdLCatlon SIaIIstIcs, Corrmon Cora 0/ Dilts. 



TIlbIo oe.--NIn"ber at dlllrlcn anclll'o'9l!lQ8 adjultid ard lnIdjuated c!ropoc.t rates by I1l8IItJ&qhlp 11m CSl8goIy, gr&Ides 11-12 corrbIned, In diatricbs with ~: 
lQQ1-Q2I1Choo1·@!II"(43s1ates_~~ ... kllleld~~. _. ___ 

DiIIriI:t men~ IaIUI 

All distrlda MentlerIhlp len 1hln 100 ~ INathln 100-egg MonilermI'iD len than 5OO-QQg Marrbtnl:!! QNIIt9r «eauaI'iO 1 ~ 
Averago AIPDIIIgIt AWtaga AY111'5g8 AveIaga AY8I'IIIgO AIIIII\lge AYIIIIIge INefrtge AII9IlIQ8 
~ umdjuated lWjustecl I88djuBted adjuIItad Inldjuat8d adjuIttd I.IlSdjUllted adjIII!8d II'lIidjuat.t 

Nwm-lII" mill rate Nam- rate rate NInber mill mill N~ rata rate Nam- II!.!a rate 

Alebarn!\ 1211 0.0528 0.05S3 III 0.0481 O.Ofll2 54 0.0«17 0.0472 58 tI.Q1135 0.0044 
ArImnl 100 0.1038 0.1122 0 0.1007 0.1002 42 0.1045 0.1141 22 O.IOGS 0.1183 30 6'.1007 0.1102 
ArkII.nBcIa 3111 0.0735 0.0850 118 0.11171 0.2438 103 0.0472 0.0485 33 0.()33() 0.0333 25 0.0187 0.G187 
Califomill 434 0.0432 0.0441 28 0.G3CI1 0.GSa1 85 0.0317 0.G318 75 0.0512 0.0520 2040 0.G538 0.0543 
CoIaIado 170 0.GCC13 0.0477 87 0.G320 0.0328 e6 0.0402 0.0411 17 0.04ti8 0.04«1 27 0.Q1175 0.0703 

Connec:tIc:U 124 O.IOCI 0.1371 2 0,3()g1 0.4304 35 0.0303 0.G310 50 O.il28O 0.0285 3CI 0.G572 0.0587 
0eIswara III 0.0322 0.0323 2 0.G149 0.0148 II 0.0417 0.0420 6 0.0«10 0.()4Q('l 
DlwtriIlt 01 Columbia 1 0.1122 0.1215 1 0.1122 0.121!-
Florida 87 0.0427 0.0423 7 0.0512 O.ll505 10 0.G331 0.0325 50 0.0440 0.043; 
Idaho 105 0.00II5 0.07Jf1 24 0.0304 0.037S 040 O.oal11 0.0!lS5 111 0.0725 0.G187 10 0.1072 0.11110 

IUInois 52S 0.0418 0.0431 «J 0.0336 0.03411 305 0.0283 0.0288 77 0.0381 O.OSIIO 101 O.oGTO O.otJIle 
IndlMa 2111 0.0417 0.0425 127 0.0320 0.0320 115 0.0402 0.0412 eo 0.0528 0.053e 
Iowa 3511 0.0287 0.()2g5 27 0.0136 0.0139 281 0.020II 0.0213 211 0.0270 0.0278 22 0.0532 0.0653 
Kansas 302 0.03112 0.0405 78 0.01 eo 0.0171 171S 0.0277 0.02B2 211 0.051 IS 0.0535 III 0.0006 0.0032 
LouIsIllR:t I5a 0.0374 0.03CS5 4 0.0307 0.G2117 16 0.0337 0.0328 4CS 0.0477 0.0472 

Mal,. 1 ttl 0.0275 0.028 7 0.0000 0.0078 M 0.0230 0.0281 39 0.0200 0.02D4 6 0.0502 0.0517 
Maryland 24 0.0507 0.05111 2 0.045e 0.0«17 22 0.0568 0.0571 
Maassctusatta 255 0.G272 0.0275 83 0.0194 0.G1115 108 0.0177 0.0170 M 0.0444 0.0451 
Michigan 524 0.047 0.04711 26 0.0402 0.0415 240 0.03IXl O.<MOI!I lW 0.0487 0.04W 103 0.05GO 0.05117 
MI~ 310 0.0418 0.044 30 0.05115 0.0835 1$12 0.Ottl6 0.0173 44 0.0267 0.02115 44 0.0C23 0.0CIe0 

0'1 
Mialaappi 154 0.0C53 0.0I58i!I 2 0.01148 O.oggo 55 0.0574 0.0579 58 0.0558 0.0558 3Q 0.053S 0.05S5 0'1 
Misacui 4411 0.04W 0.0513 03 0.0282 0.0287 240 0.0438 0.0450 58 0.0560 0.1XKl2 52 0.0e87 0.0?12 
NebllUlkll S03 0.0302 0.031 1CS3 0.0143 0.0145 115 0.0202 0.0205 14 0.0385 0.0397 11 0.G478 0.04Il2 
NBWIda tIS 0.1XKl2 0.0C42 1 0.05112 0.0C58 IS 0.0548 0.05CS5 3 0.0514 0.0533 IS 0.0756 0.0810 
NawJersey 2118 0.0281 0.0285 CS2 0.0224 0.G227 106 0.0255 0.02511 se 0.0364 0.0370 

NawMeodoo 88 0.0551 0.0578 24 "il254 0.0256 31 0.0581 0.0612 14 0.0558 0.0581 III 0.0812 0.0063 
North CaroIlra 130 0.0455 0.0457 12 0.0403 0.04Q2 32 0.0423 0.0420 8!1 0.053Q 0.0S4lil 
NotlhDMDla 201 0.G18 0.0182 133 0.0094 0.00II5 58 0.0202 0.G205 4 O.o:roe 0.0210 8 0.0214 0.0217 
Ohio eoG 0.(l2g8 0.030S 5 0.0121 0.0124 200 0.025Q 0.02CS3 lQQ 0.02111 0.0295 125 0.0520 0.0531 
Ol<lahoma 431 0.0378 0.038S 135 0.0248 0.0254 23Q 0.030IQ 0.0356 51 0.0451 0.0481 2e 0.0458 0.04CS3 

Orvgon 175 0.04CS6 0.0483 35 0.0237 0.023Q eQ 0.0481 0.0472 52 0.0578 0.0801 3Q 0.05111 0.06111 
Pennsylvanlll ~ 0.0288 0.0271 1 0.0144 0.0143 1M 0.02111 0.0221 2fl 0.0212 0.0214 122 0.04911 0.0507 
Rhode IIIIsnd 32 0.0447 0.0458 1 0.05117 0.0fI25 3 0.0255 0.0254 18 0.0397 0.0404 10 0.053Q 0.0550 
SOIih Carelli'll 111 0.0287 0.0281 21 0.02117 Cl.02II1 2S 0.02515 0.02411 47 0.0310 0.031.)2 
8cI.th DakcIa 181 0.0317 0.0315 84 0.01311 0.0141 84 0.030S 0.0311 0 0.0346 0.0354 .c 0.04S0 0.0454 

TGrII'l9!I8M 1111 0.0535 0.05411 2S 0.0413 0.0420 31 0.0CS25 0.0842 es 0.0587 0.0587 
Texas gog 0.03IICS o.~ 210 0.0185 0.0186 401 0.0325 0.0325 124 0.0481 0.00lS3 174 'O.05Q2 0.05lI0 
Utah 40 0.0151 0.0154 2 0.0000 0.0000 10 0.0188 0.01l'J8 8 0.0188 0.01111 22 0.0250 0.0255 
V0ITTlOnt eo 0.0438 0.045S 5 0.0321 0.0330 37 0.0355 0.03112 15 0.0440 0.0454 3 0.0837 0.088CS 
VlIgInb. 130 0.0442 0.0452 31 0.0421 0.04S4 35 0.04CS2 0.04811 M 0.0444 0.0454 

West Virginia 55 0.03511 O.oses II 0.0331 0.0337 14 0.0357 0.0374 32 0.0379 0.0385 
WISOO!lSIn 371 0.0203 0.0208 20 0.0101 0.0101 227 O.OIOC 0.0107 71S 0.0141 0.0142 48 0.0465 0.0481 

Wvomi!!9 47 0.0382 0.03118 8 0.005II 0.0081 24 0.0381 0.0397 10 0.0538 O.oseo 7 0.0550 0.0575 

--Date not all!llll!bla. 
NOTE: State rapoIting practices wry and dropott data IlI'9 not COf'I1ll!.I'llbIa aaoea all atates. 

~CE: U.S. Oepartmert 01 EdUCD.tlon. Natia1aI Carterfer' Education StaIIstIcs, Common Cora at Daia. 
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Table CS.--RoclaVlllhnb alatua Q/ dropot.ts l"IIpOIIod u po/ClBlll 01 all dropoW. by grade: lQ111 ~ IIChooI Yll8r (43 sIatas RIpOIIIng dlolrlct-1IIYeI drcpoU dsIa) 

Grade II Grade 10 Grad. 11 Grade 12 G!adGeg-12 
Ameri:an Amari:an Amllri:an Amori:an - AmorbarI 
India", Black, WIlle. India", Block. WIll., IndiarV Block. WIll., IndiarV Black, WhIa. IndiarV Black, WIlle, 
Alukan AsIan not not Alaskan Asian not not Alaskan Asian not not AIaaIam Aslen not not AIakan AsIan not not 
native Pocllte Hllpanb Hltpanb Hllpenb native PocHte Hlspanb Hllpllnb Hltpanb native PocHte Hitlpanlc Hltpllnlo HIspanb native PocHIc HlspanIc Hispanic HItpanb native PocHIc Hltpanb Hltpanb Hilpanlc 

dropotJ dropotJ dropotJ d!Ql1otJ <t~_ drQl)otJ dlClPOlJ qrcpoU drcpoU dropotJ dropotJ dropotJ dropot.C dropotJ dropotJ dropotJ dropotJ dropotJ dropotJ dropotJ dropotJ dropotJ dropoU dropotJ dl"CPOlt 

Alabama 0.2 
ArIzona 16.2 
Arkanaaa 0.3 
Callbmla O.g 
Colaado 2.11 

Conna:tbli 0.1 
Dillaware 
Dltlrlct Q/ CoILrnbIll 0 
Florkla 0.3 
Idaho 

IllInoIII 0.2 
Indiana 0.1 
Iowa 2.1 
~ 2.4 
LouIaIaIlll 1 

Malne 
Maryland 
~ 
MbI>"Jan 
MInnetda 

MbaItlIlppl 
Mtt.ourI 
Nabruka 
Nevada 
NewJereey 

NewMexbo 
North Carolina 
North Dala:Ia 
OhIo 
0Idah0ma 

Or.gon 
Pannsylwlnh 
RhocIollland 
South Catclina 
South Dakcla 

T~ 
T_ 
Utah 
VIIm10It 
VIrgWa 

WutVll"I/lrn 
WlaDonein 
Wyorring 

--Data not lMlIable. 

2 
0.5 
0.2 

11.4 

0.11 
0.3 
4.11 
2.5 
0.4 

14.7 
4 

43.2 
0.2 

12.11 

4.5 
0.3 
o 

0.4 
70.4 

0.1 
0.2 
7.4 

0.4 

o 
1.8 

10.1 

0.4 511.2 
0.11 4.3 
0.11 35.5 
II.B 15.1 
1.4 11.5 

1.8 25.11 
O.g 44.11 
2.1 8Q.II 
0.5 37.7 

1.2 43.1 
0.1 23.3 
2.11 12 
1.11 111.11 
1.2 54.11 

o 
0.11 
3.11 

4.11 

0.5 
0.11 
0.8 

4 
1.11 

1.3 
0.3 
o 

0.3 
0.2 

1.11 
1.3 
4.2 
o 
o 

0.8 
1.3 
4.8 

1.11 

0.1 
i.l 
0.4 

0.11 
ro.1I 
14.2 

22 

57.11 
38.5 

17 
6.5 
311 

2.2 
38.1 

o 
22.3 
17.3 

5.11 
43 

11.4 
4&8 

o 

3t 
18.2 
2.3 

40.2 

1.g 
511.5 

1.0 

0.3 
38.3 

1.1 
54.3 
41.5 

37.4 
6.3 
e.1I 

15.7 

:aG.II 
3.11 
2.11 

12.5 
1.8 

0.3 
2.3 

30.11 

15.2 

o 
0.11 
8.3 

24.3 
34.3 

54.5 
o.g 
2.5 
2.8 
5.4 

13.7 
12.1 
18.4 
0.<) 
0.3 

0.2 
54.1 
15.7 

3.8 

0.1 
11.D 
1113 

311.6 
40.4 
C2.5 
23.1 
42.6 

35.1 
46.2 

1.7 
45.11 

211.11 
72.11 
60.2 
63.3 
41.3 

116.11 
35.11 
51.4 

57.5 

41.1 
SQ.5 

5 
112.7 
24.5 

27.4 
511.7 
54.3 
74.4 
84.6 

74.1 
43.4 
!lll.l 
SO.8 
211.4 

87.1i1 
283 
tIe.g 

54 

Q7.11 
2d7 
71.8 

0.3 
10.6 
0.3 
<l.1I 
1.6 

0.5 
0.7 
o 

0.2 

0.2 
0.2 
1.1 
1.0 
0.7 

0.7 
0.1 
0.3 

15.11 

0.5 
0.1 
4.1 

3 
0.4 

10.3 
2.9 

311.11 
0.1 

11.8 

2.8 
0.2 
0.2 
0.3 

4d8 

0.1 
0.2 

5 

0.3 

0.3 
!.IS 
7.1 

0.3 61.5 0.2 37.6 
1.1 4.3 40.6 43.3 
0.8 37.5 0.2 111.2 
11.4 14.3 511.2 22.1 
2.3 &.6 34.2 63 

1.15 22,11 27.3 47.5 
1.11 42.e 4.4 50.4 
1.5 00.7 e.s 1.3 
0.8 32,11 15 51 

I.CI 43.1 111.11 35.3 
0.2 115.11 3.1 7II.e 
3.11 6.1 4.4 82.5 
1.0 11.11 10.1 74.6 

1 511.3 1.15 38.3 

1.8 0.2 O.:i:: Q7 
1.5 65 3.1 40.4 
3.5 15.3 20.5 eo.4 

4.5 14.2 5.8 Mil 

0.5 53.8 0.2 44.11 
0.11 25.7 0.11 73.1 
2.2 10.1 10.7 72.11 
2.11 11.2 25.7 511.2 
2.11 32.7 26.5 37.CI 

0.8 3 52.7 33.2 
O.CI 36.11 1 58.11 
2.2 1.1 1.1 56.7 
0.11 20.15 2.4 7e.l 
0.4 11.15 4.5 74.5 

2.5 5 10.CI 79.1 
2 33.1 8.5 511.2 

2.1 g.15 15 73.1 
0.1 48.4 0.5 52.7 

o 0.0 1.4 50.0 

0.4 20.2 0.4 78.11 
1.0 16.1 411.2 33.0 

1 1.G 14.1 17.11 

2.8 35.7 5.3 56.1 

o 4.4 0.2 115.1 
1.7 47.e P.15 39.2 
0.2 1.4 14.2 17.1 

8OUICE: u.s. ~ ofEdurlall1xl, NlllcnllCenleffolEducelion S\etiItIcII, Conmon Ccnof OK 

• 

0.3 
10.3 
0.5 

1 
1.11 

0.1 
0.5 
0.2 
0.3 

0.2 
0.3 
0.11 
1.11 
o.g 

0.2 
o 

0.3 

4.11 

0.4 
0.3 
3.4 
2.B 
0.7 

12 
2.7 
311 
0.1 

12.3 

2.1 
0.3 

o 
0.1 
34 

o 
0.3 
3.7 

0.3 

0.2 
2.2 
8.3 

0.4 
1.3 
1.1 
7.11 
3.4 

1.11 
1.11 
1.3 
1.1 

1.7 
0.4 
2.5 
1.11 
1.11 

C2.7 
CI 

~.1 

12.8 
11.2 

111.2 
36.5 
111.11 
~.1 

32.1 
10.11 

7.11 
12.7 
84.4 

0.3 311.3 
32.4 411.11 

O.B e8.7 
411.5 211.11 
27.3 511.4 

111.7 eo.l 
3.0 57.2 
5.4 1.3 

17.5 52.1 

lB.2 ".8 
2.5 8CS.1 
3.4 115.3 
7.3 7tl.CI 
1.4 31.3 

3.5 1.1 o gs.2 
2 43.2 3.1 51.7 

4.7 14.5 13.& eG.5 

4 12.4 3 75.11 

0.4 52.11 0.1 4dl 
0.11 15.11 0.8 112.1 
3.2 7.11 5 eo.CI 
3.3 11.1 17.5 115.5 
2.4 27.3 10.2 50.3 

0.7 
0.7 
1.1 
0.7 
0.11 

2.2 
1.5 
2.3 
0.2 
0.5 

0.5 
1.5 
1.B 

3.4 

0.1 
0.11 
0.5 

2.11 4de 37:' 
33.11 0.7 152.4 

II 1.1 61.1S 
14.6 1.11 112.e 
8.1 3.5 75.2 

4.11 15 112.8 
211.2 5.7 8CS.3 
10.4 14.3 73 
44.1 0.1 55.5 

1.15 1.11 112.3 

15.15 0.3 83.3 
17.5 40 110.7 
0.2 11.3 33.2 

211.5 4.8 e2.2 

3.5 0 IlCI.2 
32.1 6.9 511 

1.11 12 711.4 

0.5 
II 

0.1 
1.4 
1.1 

0.1 

0.5 
0.1 

0.1 
O.:! 
0.3 
1.2 
o 

0.2 
o 

o.e 

4.e 

0.7 
0.3 
3.5 
2.7 
0.7 

11 
2.4 

'2f!..7 
0.2 

10.0 

2.4 
0.2 
o 

0.3 
211.1 

o 
0.3 
1.7 

0.15 

o 
2.3 
e.e 

O.B 
1.11 
0.4 

C2.11 0.2 35.11 
7.2 29.11 52.1 

25.7 0.11 72.11 
II 

4.4 
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Table C8.--Sex of aopouta reported .. percent of all aopouta. by gade: 1Q91-112 school y .... (43 statu reporting district-level aopout data) 

Gracie II Grade 10 (hcle 11 Grade 12 Gracln Q-12 
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Mal. Female 

a~uta ao~uta aoooula a~ubl aOl!Quta a~ubl ao~ubl aO!!QutI! aOl1!2ubl aO!!Qubl 

Alabama sg.1I 40.1 M.5 43.5 54.4 45.8 53.0 46.4 58.7 43.3 
Arizona 53.1 46.11 53.7 46.3 54.7 45.3 M.3 43.7 54.5 45.5 
Arkan ... 72.2 27.8 87.4 32.8 8M 33.8 88.5 31.5 88.2 31.8 
california 52.4 47.8 53.9 46.1 55.3 44.7 M.8 43.2 54.8 45.4 
Colorado 52.5 47.5 55 45 M.2 43.8 58.8 43.2 55.3 44.7 

Connecticut 53.8 48.2 54.7 45.3 54 46 59.4 40.8 55.1 44.9 
Delaware 81.2 38.8 57.8 42.4 M.7 43.3 51.6 48.4 57.7 42.3 
Dhltrlct of Columbia 51.3 48.7 51 411 55.2 44.8 46.3 53.8 51.3 48.7 
Florids 53.1 38.; sg.8 40.2 M.4 43.8 54.0 45.4 58.11 41.1 
Idaho 

lIIilols 55.7 44.3 55 45 54.11 45.4 56.7 43.3 55.4 44.8 
Incf'lana !SQ.8 40.2 57.1 42.11 53 47 53.2 46.8 58 44 
IO'MI. 53.8 46.4 53 47 58.11 43.1 55 45 54.11 45.1 
KanllU 57.7 42.3 56.11 43.4 53.11 48.1 56.2 43.8 56 44 
Loulslana 55.3 44.7 54 46 53.8 46.2 52.5 47.5 54.1 45.11 

Maine 52.1 47.11 eo.5 39.5 lS5 45 56.5 43.5 56.2 43.8 
Maryland 59.8 40.2 !SQ.!! 40.4 56.2 43.8 50.7 49.3' 57.2 42.8 
Maa8llchuMtbl 57.11 42.1 57.11 42.1 lS5 45 57.4 42.8 57 43 
i.~"'-hlgan 
Mlnl1Nota 53.4 48.8 57.5 42.5 55.3 44.7 57.8 42.2 M.4 43.8 

MI8IIialllppl eo.8 SQ.2 56.8 43.2 lS5.3 44.7 56.8 43.2 57.7 42.3 
MIII.olI'l sg.2 40.8 57.4 42.8 52.7 47.3 52.8 47.2 55.7 44.3 
Nebruka eo.5 31i1.5 53.4 46.8 50.8 411.2 56.7 43.3 54.8 45.2 
Nevada 52.4 47.8 51 411 51.3 48.7 55.2 44.8 52.8 47.2 
NewJerlley 54.5 45.5 55.8 44.4 54.5 45.5 57.7 42.3 55.4 44.8 

New Mexico 53.5 46.5 53.4 46.8 54.1 45.11 54.5 45.5 53.8 48.2 
North Carolila 82 38 56.3 43.7 54 46 55.3 44.7 57.7 42.3 
North Dakota 58.5 41.5 53.7 38.3 57.2 42.8 57.7 42.3 511.4 40.8 
Ohio eo.4 all.8 eo.5 SQ.5 SQ.7 40.3 56.11 43.1 59.2 40.8 
Oklahoma 54 46 54.4 45.8 52 48 52.5 47.5 53.3 46.7 

Oregon 48.8 51.2 53.5 46.5 54.11 45.1 511 41 54.8 45.2 
Pennaylvanla 55.11 44.4 57.3 42.7 58 44 55.5 44.5 56.1 43.11 
Rhode Island 53.5 36.5 81.1 38.11 62.1 37.11 53.1 46.11 eo.8 SQ.4 
South carolina 53.1 36.9 eo.8 SQ.2 55.7 44.3 56.4 43.6 eo.2 SQ.8 
South Dakolll 50.9 411.1 53.9 4fl.1 52.3 47.7 58.1 41.Q 53.8 46.4 

Tann_ .. 81.4 38.8 58.4 41.8 58.4 43.8 54.1 45.; 57.7 42.3 
TelC8l 56.5 43.5 55.8 44.2 53 47 52.5 47.5 54.8 45.2 
Utah 51.9 48.1 50.8 4;.2 55.5 44.5 57.8 42.2 55.1 44.11 
Vermont 
Virgin .. 111.1 38.11 58.; 41.1 SQ.1 4O.Q 55 45 58.11 41.1 

Weat VlCgin" 82 38 58.3 43.7 54.3 45.7 52.3 47.7 58.2 43.8 
Willconlln 57 43 60.8 SQ.2 58.2 41.8 60.2 39.8 !59.a 40.7 
Wyoming 49.8 50.2 58.5 41.5 54.1 45.9 58.9 43.1 55.3 44.7 

--Data not available. 

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education. National Center for Education Statistics, Common Core of Data. 
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